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Magnesium has shown substantial promise as a structural material due to its low 
density and high specific strength. The lack of primary slip systems and severe tension-
compression anisotropy has historically limited traditional forming methods at room-
temperature. Thermo-mechanical processing by methods of Severe Plastic Deformation 
(SPD), such as Equal Channel Angular Extrusion (ECAE), has proven exceptionally 
effective in microstructural refinement. These successes have included enhanced 
strength, ductility, and texture modification. Although widely studied, a significant 
number of gaps in knowledge remain in the processing of magnesium by ECAE, 
including experimental confirmation of ECAE processing homogeneity, the effect of 
strain-rate on microstructural evolution, and the relative activation of competing 
mechanisms for microstructural refinement. 
Samples of 99.9% pure Mg and AZ31B were processed by ECAE at elevated 
temperatures for the purposes of microstructural characterization, and to determine the 
homogeneity of the microstructural refinement within the ECAE processed samples. 
Characterization was carried out using Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD). The 
microstructures and textures of both materials were found to be generally uniform 
throughout the billet. AZ31B was found to have a smaller average grain size and a 
narrower grain size distribution. Grain boundary misorientation distributions reveal a 
peak around 30° that is associated with the recrystallization process. In addition, peaks 
associated with extension twinning were occasionally seen. Both materials exhibit a basal 
fiber texture expected of the 4BC processing route in ECAE, although AZ31B displayed 




 There is some question regarding the extent to which AZ31B exhibits strain-rate 
hardening, and the conditions under which it occurs. To resolve this question, samples of 
rolled and ECAE processed AZ31B were mechanically tested under uniaxial compression 
at multiple quasi-static rates and orientations. The project is intended to dove-tail with the 
Kolsky bar work being performed by Kannan et al., in order to explore AZ31B strain-rate 
hardening behavior over a wide range of strain-rates. Both rolled and ECAE processed 
AZ31B were found to exhibit strain-rate hardening effects. Sigmoidal stress-strain curves 
were observed in the rolled AZ31B compressed along the 〈𝑎〉 axis and both ECAE 
orientations. In the rolled material, the sigmoidal curves were found to be due to 
extension twinning. However, no twinning was observed in the ECAE material. The 
shape of the curve is instead attributed to the concurrent action of stress-induced grain 
growth and Taylor hardening. 
 Spall is known to be a factor in the high strain-rate failure of magnesium. While a 
number of studies have investigated spall behavior of magnesium and its alloys, few have 
explored the micro-mechanics of spall through fractography. Samples of AZ31B 
processed by the 4BC ECAE route were subjected to spall recovery tests in two different 
orientations. The resulting spall behavior is studied via fractography. Two potential sites 
were found for the nucleation of spall: voids at fractured, coarse precipitates and pre-
existing voids in the matrix. These two sources appear to produce different spall 
behaviors. Voids at fractured precipitates cause particle fracture that, in turn, further 
drives crack growth along the length of the precipitate. In contrast, voids in the matrix 
undergo ductile growth by nanovoid formation. Although the study is incomplete, these 




without the assistance of nanoscale precipitates; while in the transverse direction 
orientation samples nanovoid growth can be linked to nanoscale precipitates. 
 In ECAE processing, the effects of route design and temperature on the final 
microstructure have been studied extensively. Typically, these experiments were 
conducted at an optimized and fixed extrusion rate.  As such, the systematic effects of 
strain-rate have received much less attention. Here, billets of pure Mg were ECAE 
processed at rates of 0.127, 0.381, and 0.762 mm/s for one, two, three, and four passes of 
the 4BC route. The processed billets were subsequently characterized by EBSD. The area 
fraction of recrystallized grains was found to increase with higher extrusion rates. 
Nucleation of recrystallized grains was observed to be largely heterogeneous and 
orientation dependent. The average recrystallized grain size showed no significant change 
with pass, but the 0.762 mm/s rate did display a modest reduction. Both the 0.762 and 
0.127 mm/s rates were found to possess a greater volume fraction of extension twins than 
the 0.381 mm/s rate. The larger fraction of twins was hypothesized to be attributed to the 
necessity for greater strain accommodation at the higher rates, and to the microstructure 
retaining some orientations favorable for twinning at lower rates. 
 Discerning which processing mechanisms are operative during ECAE processing 
under different temperature regimes and orientations has proven difficult ex situ. 
Furthermore, the mechanisms themselves are only partially understood. A neutron 
transparent ECAE die, including heating and backpressure capability, has been designed 
and fabricated. Pure magnesium was extruded in two orientations and at three 
temperatures while using in situ neutron diffraction at the VULCAN diffractometer at the 




extension twinning was found to occur that produced a basal texture in the longitudinal 
direction. The extensive twinning was found to mitigate the effects of initial orientation 
on dynamic crystallization. Samples processed at lower temperatures were found to 
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1. Background and Research Summary 
1.1 Background 
1.1.1 Motivation 
 The desire for weight reduction in structural materials has driven investigation of 
a number of lightweight materials and, in particular, has garnered significant attention for 
magnesium and its alloys [1]. This is due to magnesium being the lightest of the 
structural metals; yet it possesses high specific strength [1]. Among the groups interested 
in the development of magnesium for weight reduction purposes, the US Army wants to 
incorporate magnesium into armor systems. The Army has conducted V50 tests on 
AZ31B to assess ballistic performance and identified the relevant failure mechanisms at 
high rates [2]. During V50 tests, armor-piercing or fragment-simulating projectiles strike 
the target at parametrically varied velocities [2]. The velocities of the fastest projectile 
that does not cause material failure and the slowest projectile that does cause failure are 
averaged into the V50 metric (see figure 1.1). These tests have formed the basis of our 
understanding of the behavior of magnesium under ballistic conditions, and, as a result, 
have demonstrated that dynamic strength and spall strength are two of the more important 
parameters for dynamic behavior.  
However, a necessary precursor to optimization of dynamic strength and spall 
strength is the capability for materials by design, and hence, a thorough understanding of 
which microstructural features improve those parameters and knowledge of how to 
achieve the desired microstructures. Both of these issues are currently being addressed by 
the Materials in Extreme Dynamic Environments (MEDE) program, and my particular 




traditional challenges in magnesium processing, as well as investigating the relationship 
between processing conditions and microstructural evolution. 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Rear view of AZ31B-H24 plate after V50 testing showing spall failure. 
 
1.1.2 Challenges in Magnesium Processing 
 The source of the challenges in the mechanical deformation of magnesium, 
including the mechanical processing of magnesium, can be seen by looking at the 
application of the Taylor model to Hexagonal Close Packed (HCP) metals [3–5]. 
According to the Taylor model, 5 independent shears, generally in the form of slip 
systems, must be operational for uniform, crack-free deformation. However, the 
(0001)〈112̅0〉 primary slip system in magnesium only has 2 independent modes, and 
secondary slip systems must be activated [3,5–7]. The prismatic {11̅00}〈112̅0〉 system 
provides 2 more modes with the Burgers vectors still confined to the basal plane [3].  It is 
not until the activation of the pyramidal 〈𝑐 + 𝑎〉 system that there is a 5th independent slip 




is the most difficult to activate, although there is evidence of a strong temperature 
dependence for this system [3,5,6,8]. Due to the difficulty of activating 〈𝑐 + 𝑎〉 slip, 
alternative deformation modes, such as deformation twinning is frequently activated [9]. 
Schematics of the slip and twin systems in magnesium can be seen in figure 1.2. 
 A simple definition of twinning is offered by Christian and Mahajan, where 
twinning is defined as the reorientation of the parent lattice structure by simple shear of 
the lattice [10]. In practical terms, the twin boundary is a mirror plane between the parent 
and twinned lattice. It should be noted that unlike dislocations, twin systems in a material 
may only operate in a single direction [5]. Hence, there are extension twin systems, 
which serve to elongate the 〈𝑐〉 axis, and contraction twin systems, which compress the 
〈𝑐〉 axis. A number of potential twin systems exist in HCP materials, but not all of them 
are active in every material system. In fact, Yoo has noted that highly ductile HCP metals 
(e.g. Ti) tend to twin easily in both extension and contraction modes, while those metals 
that are known to be brittle may only have a single mode active [3]. In magnesium, 
{101̅2} extension twins and {101̅1} contraction twins are the modes most frequently 
observed [3,5,11]. Of the two, the {101̅2} extension twins appear to be more easily 
activated, with loading in 〈𝑐〉 axis tension being known to exhibit enhanced ductility 
compared to 〈𝑐〉 axis compression [5,9]. In contrast, the {101̅1} contraction twin 
frequently double twins into softer orientations that can lead to strain localization and 
failure [11]. Additionally, Barnett has reported lenticular voids that possess the same 
habit as the compression twins, suggesting an interaction between void growth and these 




extension and contraction twins that display radically different mechanical behaviors 
result in strong tension-compression asymmetry and poor formability in magnesium. 
 
 
Figure 1.2: (a) Schematic of the slip systems in HCP. (b) Schematic of twin systems 
known to be active in magnesium. 
 
1.1.3 Severe Plastic Deformation  
Severe Plastic Deformation (SPD) is a collection of methods that are known to 
overcome the formability challenges in magnesium and improve its mechanical 
properties [12–24]. The definition of SPD provided by Estrin and Vinogradov is “any 
method of metal forming under an extensive hydrostatic pressure that may be used to 
impose a very high strain on a bulk solid without the introduction of any significant 
change in the overall dimensions of the sample and having the ability to produce 
exceptional grain refinement” [25]. As the definition states, the primary method by which 
SPD enhances mechanical properties in magnesium and other materials is through grain 
refinement and taking advantage of the Hall-Petch effect, which can be represented as an 





𝜎 = 𝜎0 + 𝐾𝑑
−
1
2      (1) 
where 𝜎 is the yield stress, 𝜎0is the bulk yield stress, 𝐾 is a constant, and 𝑑 is the grain 
size [12,13]. A host of SPD methods exist, but among the most common are High 
Pressure Torsion (HPT), Accumulative Roll Bonding (ARB), Multiaxial Forging (MAF), 
Cyclic Extrusion Compression (CEC), Repetitive Corrugation and Straightening (RCS), 
and Equal Channel Angular Extrusion (ECAE), sometimes called Equal Channel Angular 
Pressing (ECAP) [12–25]. Two studies are highlighted that display the capabilities of 
SPD in general and ECAE in particular. First, Figueiredo and Langdon have reported 
superplasticity in ECAE processed magnesium that has achieved approximately 3050% 
elongation, setting a record for elongation achieved in magnesium [26]. Second, Ding et 
al. have achieved grain sizes of approximately 0.35 µm in AZ31B, which had been 
processed by a complex hybrid ECAE route including a step-down temperature method 
[27]. At the time, this study set a record for strength in magnesium [27]. The “step-down” 
method developed by Ding et al. relies on two basic principles: reducing the temperature 
of ECAE processing reduces the grain size of the resultant microstructure and fine 
microstructures can sustain more severe processing conditions without localizing than 
coarse microstructures. The early extrusions use comparatively gentle extrusion 
temperatures to begin microstructural refinement. As the microstructure is refined with 
further extrusions, the extrusion temperature is progressively lower to achieve ultrafine 
microstructures. 
 In its simplest form ECAE is the pressing of a billet through two intersecting 
channels, most typically at 90° to one another as seen in figure 1.3. Under ideal 




shear is imparted [24,25]. The strain imparted during processing is a solely a byproduct 
of the die geometry when friction is low and the outer die angle is sharp, and is given by 
the equation [24]: 
𝛾 = 2 cot 𝜃       (2) 
where 𝛾 is the shear strain imparted, and 𝜃 is half of the interchannel angle. For the case 
of a 90° interchannel angle, the strain imparted is approximately 1.15 [25]. The ECAE 
process was invented by VM Segal who also derived the above equation, and he has 
contributed significantly to its further development over the decades [28–30]. To 
summarize his contributions, Segal found that the shear zone is thinnest, and the plastic 
deformation most uniform, when the friction between the billet and the sidewalls is 
minimized, the outer corner of the die is sharp, and the die intersection angle is close to 
90° [25,28–30]. Outside of these findings, the single most significant advancement in 
ECAE processing has been the introduction of backpressure. The addition of 
backpressure has been found to increase the hydrostatic stress state and narrow the shear 
region. In turn, this leads to a reduction in shear localization, enhanced strength and 
ductility, and in at least some alloys, reduced subgrain size and concomitant smaller 
average grain size after processing [31–33]. In some cases, nonuniformity of friction 
forces causes “stick-slip” behavior, where the extrudate displays periodic shear 
localization [34]. The addition of backpressure has been found to significantly reduce the 
occurrence of this issue [34]. For magnesium, elevated temperatures and backpressure are 
necessary to improve ductility through activation of non-basal slip systems and through 
increases in hydrostatic stress [13,35,36]. The application of backpressure and the 




modern dies not only possess backpressure and heating capabilities, but some 
combination of sliding inlet and outlet walls to minimize friction.  
Since the shape of the billet is not altered by processing, and the microstructure is 
generally not fully refined after a single pass, billets tend to be processed a number of 
times under different routes. Routes are defined as rotations around the long axis of the 
billet after each pass. The four basic routes discussed by Segal are A, B, C, and D. The A 
route has no rotations of the billet. The B route alternates between +90° and a - 90° 
rotations. The C route rotates the billet 180°, and the D route rotates the billet 90° in the 
same direction after each pass [30]. The terminology has changed slightly, with routes B 
and D now more commonly called BA and BC, respectively. These routes have been 
found to impart certain common textures on hcp materials. Yapici and Karaman found 
that a single pass of ECAE tended to produce a basal texture in Ti-6Al-4V, Zr, Be, and 
AZ31 that is approximately 27° inclined from the longitudinal axis [37]. They attribute 
this to the activation of basal slip, even in Ti-6Al-4V and Zr where prismatic slip is the 
preferred slip system [37]. Suwas et al. have investigated the effect of the 4A, 4BC, and C 
routes on the texture evolution of pure Mg [36]. They found that the first pass had a 
texture similar to that mentioned by Yapici and Karaman. Repeated shearing on the same 
plane during the A route decreased the inclination of the basal poles relative to the 
longitudinal direction. The C route maintained essentially the same texture the entire 
time, but did display some remnant texture from the previous pass. The BC route deviated 
the most from the other two routes. In that case, the basal poles were pulled off of the 
vertical axis and towards the transverse direction. While the four basic routes are used 





Figure 1.3: Schematic of typical ECAE processing with the shear zone indicated by the 
dashed line and the shear direction in red arrows. Generally, the direction orthogonal to 
the longitudinal and extrusion directions is called the transverse direction. In some 
literature, however, it is also called the flow direction. 
 
properties by combining the basic routes, such as the 10ACB route designed by Ding et 
al. and the 5H route designed by Foley et al. [27,38]. 
 
1.1.4 Shock and Spall Fracture 
As mentioned above, spall failure is one of the active mechanisms for failure of Mg 
alloys at high rates, and learning how to improve spall strength is one of the goals of the 
MEDE program. This section briefly discusses the topic. Failure by spall – either by void 




[39]. This occurs when a plate, or in some cases explosive or laser shock loading, impacts 
a sample. A compressive wave propagates through the material. Upon reaching the 
opposite surface, a tensile release wave is reflected back from the surface. If the spall 
strength is exceeded, spallation occurs in the region now under tension. This behavior is 






 can be achieved across all 
shock-loading methods: plate-impact, explosive, and laser irradiation [40]. Meyers 
identifies four sites for heterogeneous nucleation of spall: fracture of particles, fracture of 
the matrix at particle interfaces, particle delamination, and fracture at grain boundaries 
[39]. In addition, spall may be nucleated homogeneously at dislocation networks, low 
angle boundaries, or very fine particles [39]. It is important to note that the usage of the 
term “homogeneous” here refers less to a true homogeneous nucleation than to nucleation 
that is typically below the resolution of most microscopy methods. Regardless of whether 
the deformation is ductile or brittle (and thus the characteristic flaws are voids or cracks, 
respectively), the nucleated flaws tend to grow and coalesce into a fracture surface [40]. 
At higher strain-rates, there is less time available for growth and coalescence. This leads 
to greater nucleation of flaws and the corresponding reduction in spacing, and requires 
greater stresses to form [40]. As a result, spall strength tends to increase with strain-rate 
[41]. 
Spallation of cubic materials has been studied intensely, but in comparison there 
is relatively little research on Hexagonal-Close-Packed (HCP) materials [41]. Wielewski 
et al. performed fractography on spalled Ti-6Al-4V specimens [42]. In this case, it was 
found that voids nucleated at grain boundaries between plastically hard and soft grains 




the spalled microstructure contained no twins, in spite of the fact that Ti is known to twin 
easily under both tension and compression [42]. Simulations of nanovoid growth in Mg 
by Ponga et al. suggest an upper bound on spall strength of approximately 2.2 GPa due to 
a lack of secondary hardening near growing nanovoids [43]. 
Spall failure by cracking has also been investigated in Mg and its alloys. 
Rességuier et al. investigated spallation in single crystal magnesium loaded along the 
(0001) and (101̅0) directions, revealing orientation dependent spall behavior. Samples 
loaded along the (0001) direction tended to display a very flat fracture surface, while 
samples loaded along the (101̅0) direction possessed an extremely jagged surface. This 
behavior is attributed to voids growing along the direction of twins in the (101̅0) 
samples. They also note the presence of voids amidst fields of short, thin tension twins. 
Finally, recrystallization is observed near the spall surface, although it is attributed to 
static recrystallization. Hazell et al. studied Elektron 675 where columns of fine grains 
were observed on one plane [44]. Shock loading along directions parallel and 
perpendicular to these columns showed preferential cracking along these columns [44]. 
The samples where the columns, and thus the cracks, were perpendicular to the spall 
plane exhibited improved spall strength over samples where the columns ran parallel to 
the spall plane [44]. This higher spall strength was comparable to the strength in AZ31B 
reported by McQueen et al. in 1970, and lower than the strength reported in Mg95 by 
Kanel et al. in 1996 [44]. This suggests that the columns parallel to the spall plane act as 
a softening mechanism. Most similar to the current work was a study performed by 
Farbaniec et al on AZ31B plate processed by the ECAE 4E route [45]. The 4E route is a 




study also used a moderate step-down temperature component. Farbaniec et al. observed 
that particle fracture played a primary role in the spall failure of AZ31B 4E [45]. The 
details of the study will be discussed in greater detail in section 2.1.3 
 
 
Figure 1.4: Time versus distance (Lagrangian) schematic of shock loading. The solid red 
lines indicate compressive waves, and the dashed blue line indicates tensile waves. The 
shaded region is under tensile stress. 
 
1.1.5 Dynamic Recrystallization 
 The primary mode by which the microstructure is refined during ECAE and other 
SPD processes is dynamic recrystallization (DRX), which is an energy reduction process 




contrast to static recrystallization, which typically occurs during annealing following 
processing, and so-called metadynamic recrystallization, which is the continuation of the 
recrystallization process after deformation is complete [46]. DRX encompasses a number 
of mechanisms, which can be split into two broad categories: discontinuous DRX 
(dDRX) and continuous DRX (cDRX) [46,47]. To some extent, dDRX and cDRX can be 
thought of as “nucleation and growth” and “homogeneous” type transformations, 
respectively [47]. During dDRX, grains nucleate heterogeneously and then undergo long 
range grain growth [46,47]. It should be noted that the nuclei in dDRX are not nuclei in 
the sense of a cluster of atoms of sufficient size for growth, but rather are subgrains that 
exist prior to recrystallization [47]. During cDRX, subgrain boundaries absorb 
dislocations and increase in misorientation, eventually forming high angle boundaries 
[46]. In both cases, subgrains are the source of the recrystallized grains, and the 
fundamental cause of the different behaviors is the competition between the grain 
boundary mobility and the rate of dynamic recovery [46,47]. In cases where recovery is 
difficult, due to low stacking fault energies (SFE), or where boundary mobilities are high, 
such as at high angle boundaries, dDRX is favored. When recovery is relatively easy, and 
grain boundary mobility is relatively low, cDRX is favored. A number of factors impact 
the competition between the mechanisms. Higher temperatures, typically greater than half 
of the homologous temperatures, favor dDRX [46]. In contrast, higher SFE, strain-rate, 
and grain size all favor cDRX [46]. Additionally, precipitates and solutes also influence 
which mechanism is active. dDRX may be stimulated in the deformation zone around 
large particles, and smaller particles may inhibit grain growth [46,47]. Solute segregation 




[47]. Existing research has found that cDRX requires much higher strains for saturation 
than dDRX [46]. This means that it will take dDRX much fewer ECAE passes to saturate 
the microstructure than cDRX. Many researchers note that the microstructural refinement 
produced by both processes is sensitive to the processing parameters used [46,48]. 
 To understand how dDRX and cDRX impact microstructural and texture 
evolution, it is worthwhile to examine the mechanisms of each process. The case of 
dDRX will be discussed first. During deformation, dislocation density gradients across 
grain boundaries drive local bulging of the boundaries and the formation of subgrains 
[37]. At lower strain rates and higher temperatures, grain boundary sliding generates 
additional strains and drives the recrystallization of the bulged subgrain [46,49]. In other 
cases, a twin may nucleate and span the bulge, essentially creating a recrystallized grain 
with a twin orientation [46]. dDRX does not occur only at grain boundaries, but 
anywhere that boundary mobility is easy such as at twin boundaries or near coarse 
particles. Because local strains contribute to dDRX, the recrystallized grains are thought 
to possess a random orientation. The propagation of dDRX thus tends to weaken the 
texture of the microstructure. The local nature of nucleation and long range grain growth 
during dDRX creates microstructures that contain significant variation in grain size and 
dislocation density. A newly recrystallized dDRX grain has a very low dislocation 
density [46]. As it grows, it accumulates dislocations until it reaches a critical strain 
energy, and a new grain is recrystallized [46]. Because dDRX nucleation is 
heterogeneous, a fully recrystallized microstructure contains grains in every stage of this 
lifecycle. Thus, a fully recrystallized microstructure contains a range of grain sizes and 




 Unlike the dDRX nucleation and growth process, cDRX is a homogeneous 
recovery process. The fact that cDRX is a recovery process has produced some 
contention in the literature. Some researchers divorce cDRX from DRX completely, and 
categorize it under the dynamic recovery umbrella [47,50]. However, as cDRX fits the 
definition of recrystallization already discussed, I consider cDRX to be a recrystallization 
process. As in the initial stages of cDRX, plastic deformation drives the generation of 
dislocations and the formation of cellular subgrains from those dislocation networks [46]. 
The activity of non-basal slip systems is required for the dislocation networks to 
rearrange into cell walls, and this is generally accomplished through cross-slip of the non-
basal systems [49]. The rate of cross-slip is slow, and is generally the rate limiting step 
for the formation of cellular subgrains at moderate and high temperatures [40]. As 
deformation proceeds, glissile dislocations are absorbed by the subgrain boundaries, both 
increasing their misorientation and complexity [46,49]. The subgrain boundaries continue 
to absorb dislocations, and eventually form high angle boundaries (typically considered 
to be boundaries with misorientations greater than 15°) [46,49]. As might be expected, 
the newly recrystallized grains contain few, if any, dislocations, but Sakai et al. also 
indicate that the recrystallized grains are subject to large elastic distortions as a result of 
their nonequilibrium grain boundaries [46]. These elastic distortions produce local 
stresses that can impede dislocation motion, and may contribute to the enhanced 
mechanical properties of these microstructures despite low dislocation density [46]. Due 
to the lack of long range boundary migration, the grain sizes produced by cDRX are 
fairly uniform. In addition, the misorientations relative to the parent structure of grains 




result is an overall “preservation” of the parent texture [46]. It is of interest to note that 
the dislocation density is highest near pre-existing high angle boundaries [49]. Thus, it is 
not uncommon to observe cDRX occurring preferentially near high angle boundaries 
before propagating towards the grain interior. From a microstructural analysis 
perspective, this means that microstructures undergoing cDRX and dDRX may appear 
similar at intermediate stages, where parent grains are surrounded by rings of 
recrystallized grains – a “necklace” structure [46].  
 DRX in magnesium is particularly complex, as there are many potential 
competing mechanisms. As a consequence, the literature is not always in agreement on 
which process, or even individual mechanism, is dominant during deformation under a 
given set of processing conditions [46,48–51]. Barnett et al. even reported apparent 
activation of both cDRX and dDRX in AZ31 [48]. This suggests either that activation of 
one mechanism does not preclude activation of other mechanisms, or that the 
mechanisms are highly sensitive to microstructural conditions. These factors provide 
significant challenges and opportunities in the investigation of DRX in magnesium. It is 
difficult to extricate individual mechanisms, particularly from fully recrystallized 
microstructures, and delineation of a mechanism plot requires extensive understanding of 
the various ways in which different microstructural and processing parameters interact. 
The payoff for this understanding is the capability for a high degree of control over the 
magnesium microstructure. For example, twinning or dDRX may be encouraged during 
early processing stages for enhanced ductility, and cDRX encouraged later to preserve 
that texture and improve the strength of the alloy. I have come to believe that 




microstructure optimization. It is for this reason, that much of the following work is 
devoted to understanding the effects of ECAE processing parameters on the resultant 
magnesium microstructure. 
 
1.2 Research Summary 
 The work in the following chapters are roughly divided between projects that 
support other MEDE tasks (Chapters 2, 3, and 4) and projects focused on investigating 
the effects of processing parameters on microstructure evolution (Chapters 5 and 6). 
While reading this entire work will provide a full story, it is accepted that readers will 
likely focus only on single chapters. Therefore, the chapters are largely written in such a 
way that they stand on their own. In approaching the processing and microstructural 
evolution of magnesium microstructures from so many different perspectives, it can 
prove difficult to synthesize the lessons learned. Therefore, I think that before delving too 
much further, it may be useful to filter this work into its contribution to our understanding 
of magnesium’s processing-structure-properties triangle. Figure 1.5 is the general body of 
knowledge with regards to ECAE processing and MEDE’s interests. The temperature-
structure and route-structure interactions have been the most investigated in the literature, 
and backpressure has proven its value in grain refinement and texture management. 
Figure 1.5 displays a conspicuous lack of known interactions between extrusion rate and 
precipitates, and between imparted strain and texture. Even more evident, although the 
extrusion rate is known to interact with temperature and backpressure to impact the 








Figure 1.5: Schematic of the body of knowledge as it relates to ECAE processing, 




















2. Characterization of Pure Mg and AZ31B 
2.1 Introduction 
 While there has been a renewed interest in magnesium as a structural material in 
the automotive and aerospace fields due to its low density and high potential strength, 
conventional thermomechanical processing of magnesium has led to limited ductility due 
to the lack of primary slip systems and a tension-compression asymmetry [3]. Multiple 
SPD methods, including ECAE, have been investigated to circumvent these issues and 
improve the microstructural and mechanical properties of the magnesium material.  
 In the past, ECAE has been found to be a robust thermo-mechanical processing 
technique; and, as such, has been applied to a wide range of materials including Cu, Al, 
Ti, Be, and TiAl [52–60]; typically, the effects of temperature, route, and tool design 
have been studied [61]. As mentioned previously in Chapter 1, Figueiredo and Langdon 
have utilized ECAE to produce Mg alloys that exhibit superplasticity, and Ding et al. 
refined the grain size of AZ31 to 0.37 µm using a hybrid extrusion route and a reduction 
in temperature between passes. This “step-down” temperature method has since been 
used extensively in producing ultrafine grains in Mg [26,27].  
Although there is a large body of work in the literature dedicated to characterizing 
the microstructure of ECAE processed alloys, a priori prediction of the processed 
microstructure remains elusive. In part, this is because the final microstructure is a 
product of many different factors. Some factors can be controlled, such as temperature, 
extrusion rate, route, and backpressure. Other factors, such as sidewall friction and outer 
corner angle, are either difficult to control or not always reported. In addition, although 




little experimental work to confirm the idea [28,62]. Therefore, it was found to be 
necessary to characterize the pure Mg and AZ31B samples processed at the U.S. Army 
Research Laboratory (ARL), Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, in regards to their 
microstructures and the uniformity of these microstructures along extruded bars. 
 99.9 at.% pure Mg and a commercial alloy, AZ31B, were used for this study. The 
pure Mg was obtained in an as-cast form from US Magnesium, Salt Lake City, UT, with 
an initial grain size of approximately 19 mm. Due to this extremely large grain size, the 
as-cast texture was not quantified. Hot-rolled AZ31B was purchased from Magnesium 
Elektron - North America, Madison, IL, with an initial grain size of approximately 31 µm 
and a rolling texture in which the basal planes lie perpendicular to the plate normal.  
 
2.2 Experimental Methods 
The as-received materials were machined into billets 19 mm × 19 mm × 152 mm 
for processing in a sharp 90º Equal Channel Angular Extrusion die. The pure Mg was 
extruded at 250°C at a rate of 0.381 mm/sec with an applied backpressure of 6.2 MPa 
(900 psi). The AZ31B was extruded at 200°C at the same rate of 0.381 mm/sec with an 
applied backpressure of 8.55 MPa (1240 psi). Prior to extrusion, the billets were wrapped 
in either copper foil for pure Mg or polytetraflouroethylene (Teflon) for AZ31B and they 
were preheated in the die for approximately 30 minutes. The pure Mg samples inserted 
into the ECAE had no preferential orientation while the AZ31B samples were inserted 
into the die such that the basal plane is perpendicular to the transverse direction; see 
figure 2.1a for schematic of the billet orientation. Both samples were processed by the 




path. Deformation in the pure Mg was found to localize under the processing conditions 
used for AZ31B, and thus a higher temperature had to be used while decreasing the 
backpressure. The reason for this reduction, and why the backpressure used is lower than 
what is common in the literature, is due to the design of the ECAE press at ARL. In that 
press, the sidewalls of the outlet channel only extend approximately 25 mm. The 
extruded samples are typically much longer than 25 mm and thus excessive backpressure 
produced a mushrooming effect in the billet. The billets were allowed to cool in air 
following the extrusion. Unless stated otherwise, all samples in this work were processed 
in this manner. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic of the ECAE process showing the principal directions in 
relationship to the tool. (b) Schematic showing the processed billet and the subsequent 
sectioning. The red and green faces are perpendicular to the extrusion and transverse 
faces, respectively. Each individual sample had five images taken from it, roughly equi-






Following extrusion, the billets were sectioned with a diamond saw as shown in 
figure 2.1b. The sample sections with red faces measured 19.05 mm × 19.05 mm × 3.82 
mm. The first and last sections, which measured 19.05 mm from the front and rear of the 
billets, were not characterized because these end regions are known to be only partially 
plastically deformed, relative to the rest of the billet [58]. The samples on the extrusion 
plane were given the following designations, relative to the extrusion direction:  
Front_Ex, Mid_Ex, and Back_Ex. The sample sections on the transverse plane were also 
given similar designations:  Front_Trans and Back_Trans, relative to the extrusion 
direction. All sectioned specimens were mechanically polished to a 3 µm finish; the 
AZ31B specimens were polished further to a 1 µm finish. Specimens were sonicated in 
acetone and then ethanol for 30 seconds each, followed by electropolishing in a Struers 
Lectropol-5 (Cleveland, OH) for 25 seconds at 25 V. The electrolyte was 5% Nitric acid 
in methanol that had been chilled to -5 °C to -10 °C. Care was taken to keep the samples 
in ethanol until immediately prior to inserting them into the SEM. Specimens were 
mounted in a TESCAN MIRA3 GMU FEG-SEM  (Libušina, Czech Republic) and 
characterized using electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD). Microstructural and 
texture data were collected at 20 kV and a 120 nm spot size using EDAX TEAM 
software (Mahwah, NJ). EBSD maps were taken at five locations on each cross-section: 
in the center and approximately 3.5 mm from the center map as shown in figure 2.1b. 
Fields of view were chosen to provide approximate 300 grains per image, based on 
previously obtained optical grain size data (not shown). Using this criterion, pure Mg had 
a view field of 300 µm while AZ31B had a view field of 100 µm. A 15° of misorientation 




calculations. The grain size was calculated by multiplying the EBSD step size by the 
number of pixels in a grain to determine the area of the grain. An average diameter was 
then calculated from the area as if it were a circle. Grain dilation was applied to the data 
partitions containing the Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) maps and grain size calculations, but 
only points with a confidence index greater than 0.1 were used for texture calculations. 
The method described here for collecting and analyzing EBSD data is typical for the 
entirety of this work.     
 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Microstructure  
Inverse pole figure (IPF) maps, where the grains are colored according to their out 
of plane crystallographic orientation, can be seen in figure 2.2. After four passes, the 
microstructure of pure Mg is fully recrystallized, and no evidence of the parent 
microstructures remains. These microstructures are highly refined compared to the 
original grain size. The various grain sizes appear to be well distributed, with little 
evidence of clusters of similarly sized grains. Note that figure 2.2d exhibits a number of 
elongated grains, which suggests that the process of recrystallization may not have been 
homogeneous throughout the samples. Table 2.1 details the number average grain size 
and standard deviation for the five different regions investigated on each sample. The far 
right column lists the averages all of the average grain sizes for a given cross-section. The 
standard deviations on the center, top, bottom, etc. averages are very large, even 




recrystallization process. However, the averages for all five locations on a given cross-
section vary little and are within statistical agreement across the five cross-sections.  
Figure 2.3 displays the distribution of grain size for the center region of all five 
samples taken from the pure Mg bar. Since the focus is on the homogeneity of the 
microstructure, number fraction was used to better display outlier grain sizes.  Each 
distribution is wide and contains a long tail; a small number of much larger grains extend 
beyond the relatively smooth tails. With the possible exception of the Figure 2.3a, the 
grain size distributions do not exhibit a clear demarcation between recrystallized and non-
recrystallized grains. 
Figure 2.4 contains misorientation angle distributions from the center of the 
Front_Ex, Middle_Ex, Back_Ex, Front_Trans, and Back_Trans samples of pure Mg. The 
black lines indicate misorientation angles between each of the grains and their nearest 
neighbor grains, which are termed correlated misorientations. The red lines are the 
misorientation angles between all possible point pairs of grains in the image, not 
including edge grains, and are called uncorrelated misorientations. The peak near 30° is 
immediately noticeable, and occurs in both the correlated and uncorrelated data. This 
peak in the uncorrelated data meets or exceeds the peak in the correlated data. Low angle 
misorientations make up a large number fraction of the correlated data, and several 
images also show a peak in the correlated data around 86º. This indicates that there are 







Figure 2.2: Inverse Pole Figure maps from the center of each pure magnesium sample 
(a)Front_Ex (b)Mid_Ex (c)Back_Ex (d)Front_Trans (e)Back_Trans. The black line 
indicates high angle grain boundaries (greater than 15° misorientation).  
 
 











Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) maps for the AZ31B samples are shown in figures 2.5 
and 2.6. Like that for the pure Mg samples, the microstructure is fully recrystallized, but 
there is no evidence of elongated grains that were observed for pure Mg. The grains are 
more refined than in the pure Mg and have an average grain size of about 2.5 μm (Table 
2.2). AZ31B displays a narrower distribution in grain size (figure 2.7), but shows a 
similar degree of variation in the mean grain sizes. The dark regions in the IPF maps 
could not be indexed and are attributed to the presence of precipitates. Across all of the 
imaging only one exception to refined grain structure was observed and it is the very 
large grain shown in figure 2.6. Given the undulated nature or serration of the associated 
grain boundary, it is likely that the large grain in figure 2.6 was broken down fully during 
the extrusion process and is not the product of abnormal grain growth. 
Figure 2.8 displays the misorientation angle distribution graphs for the AZ31B 
samples. Like pure Mg, there exists a peak around 30° in both the correlated and 
uncorrelated data, although this peak is not as pronounced in the uncorrelated data. Most 
of the AZ31B samples have a large number of low angle misorientations in the correlated 
distributions, but the number fraction is not as large as it is for the pure Mg samples. 
Both pure Mg and AZ31B have large variations in grain size within a given image 
with the standard deviations being approximately 90% and 50% of the mean, 
respectively. This speaks to the local heterogeneity of the recrystallization process. 
However, the image average grain sizes show little variation both across the samples and 
throughout the bars. The sample averages (which are the averages of all of the image 
averages) generally fall within two standard deviations of one another. Thus, the refined 




the fully worked region of the bars. However, as might be expected from time and 
temperature controlling grain size, the sample average grain size does increase on moving 
from the back to the front of the extruded bar, 21% for the pure Mg bar and 36% for the 
AZ31B bar.    
Based on the EBSD maps, both pure Mg and AZ31B undergo significant grain 
refinement during the extrusion process, with the AZ31B bar developing a smaller grain 
size and a narrower grain size distribution. This can be attributed, in part, to AZ31B’s 
lower processing temperature, as well as the presence of Al-Mn precipitates, which are 
known to be grain refiners [63]. However, the morphology of the grains suggests that 
there may also be a difference in the active mechanisms of recrystallization, which also 
plays a role in the development of the microstructure.  
Many of the larger grains in pure Mg, such as those shown in figure 2.9, display 
both serrated grain boundaries and grain boundary bulging, which are typical indicators 
of discontinuous dynamic recrystallization (dDRX) [46]. Further evidence of dDRX is 







Figure 2.3: Grain size distributions from the center of each pure Mg sample (a) 
Front_Ex, (b) Mid_Ex, (c) Back_Ex, (d) Front_Trans, and (e) Back_Trans. Grains that 











Figure 2.4: Misorientation angle distributions from the center of each pure magnesium 










Figure 2.5: Inverse Pole Figure maps from the center of each AZ31B sample (a) 









Figure 2.6: AZ31B Front_Ex Left IPF map. Red lines indicate low angle boundaries 
with misorientations of 2-5°, green lines indicate medium angle boundaries with 
misorientations of 5-15°, and blue lines indicate high angle boundaries of >15°. 
 






Figure 2.7: Grain size distributions from the center of each AZ31B sample (a) Front_Ex, 
(b) Mid_Ex, (c) Back_Ex, (d) Front_Trans, and (e) Back_Trans. Grains that were several 










Figure 2.8: Misorientation angle distributions from the center of each AZ31B sample (a) 












grains in figure 2.9 [46]. However, figure 2.9 also displays an area where grains have 
recrystallized near a grain boundary rather than at a grain boundary. This suggests that 
recrystallization in pure Mg may also occur by continuous dynamic recrystallization 
(cDRX), where misorientation increases due to the accumulation of dislocations at 
subgrain boundaries rather than just at high angle boundaries [48]. The presence of 
indicators for both dDRX and cDRX suggests that the two recrystallization processes 
may be competing in pure Mg, although dDRX has stronger indicators and, therefore, is 
likely to be more active.  
In contrast to pure Mg, the few abnormally large grains that appear in AZ31B, 
such as the one shown in figure 2.6, exhibit serrated grain boundaries and could indicate 
that dDRX is active. However, as Barnett et al. have shown, the presence of serrated 
grain boundaries does not exclude the activation of cDRX [48]. In fact, they conclude 
that both dDRX and cDRX are active in AZ31B [48].  In figure 2.6 we see evidence for 
cDRX.  Note the subgrain that appears in the lower right hand corner of the large grain.  
It is offset from the grain boundary and has a significant misorientation relative to the 
large grain. Its location and comparatively large misorientation suggest the activation of 
cDRX. Further still, the relative absence of low and medium angles boundaries in 
AZ31B, compared to pure Mg, suggests that the recrystallization process occurs more 
homogeneously than in pure Mg and provides additional evidence that cDRX dominates 
in AZ31B. Taken together, this evidence suggests that cDRX is more active in AZ31B 
than dDRX.  Lastly, we note that a homogeneous grain structure cannot easily undergo 
long-range grain growth and this could partially account for the smaller grain size 





Figure 2.9: IPF map of sample Pure Mg_Back_Ex_Right. Red lines indicate low angle 
boundaries with misorientations of 2-5°; green lines indicate medium angle boundaries 
with misorientations of 5-15°; and blue lines indicate high angle boundaries of >15°. Red 
circles show areas where medium or low angle boundaries have formed behind a bulged 
boundary. The blue circle contains an area where grains have recrystallized away from 
the high angle boundary and are surrounded only by medium and low angle boundaries. 
 
Typically, the elongated grains that are seen in several of the pure Mg samples 
appear on the transverse planes. Given that the shear direction is contained within the 
transverse plane, it is not unexpected for heavily deformed and elongated grains to appear 
in the transverse images [58]. Since the initial grain size of the pure Mg was very large, 
these likely are not the remnants of the original grains, but an older generation of 





Most of the misorientation angle distribution charts for both pure Mg and AZ31B 
display peaks around 30°. This has been observed a number of times in previous studies 
and has been attributed to dislocation motion during the recrystallization process [64–66]. 
The peak around 86° that is frequently observed in pure Mg and only occasionally in 
AZ31B is likely the {101̅2}〈101̅1〉 tensile twin system which has approximately an 86° 
misorientation with respect to the matrix. There are two likely explanations for this 
observation. The first is that these are remnants of twins in the microstructure that have 
yet to be fully recrystallized. The second possibility is that during dDRX, when the grain 
boundaries bulge, new grains are nucleated by twins propagating across the bulged area 
[46]. The fact that the 86° peak is infrequently observed in the AZ31B may be 
attributable to the difference in grain size, which is known to impact the ease with which 
twins nucleate. Both pure Mg and AZ31B contain a significant number of low angle 
boundaries, which is typical of materials that have been recrystallized.  
 
2.3.2 Texture  
A harmonic series expansion with a Gaussian half-width of 5° was used to 
calculate the pole figures shown in figures 2.10 and 2.11 for the pure Mg samples. The 
pole figures were normalized to a maximum intensity of 20 times above random to best 
compare texture variations between pole figures. The pole figures generally display the 
basal fiber texture typical of Mg processed by the 4BC ECAE route where the basal poles 
are approximately 45° away from the extrusion direction, and the prismatic pole figure 
shows little to no texturing. The variations in the fiber texture do not appear to be 




variations should still be noted.  The increase in the peak intensities observed in the 
prismatic pole figure for the Bottom  map of the Back_Trans sample suggests that this 
section had significant prismatic slip, while the Top and Center maps of the Back_Ex 
sample are notable for being more heavily textured towards the longitudinal direction 
than the other samples. Some clustering of basal and prismatic textures can be observed 
in figures 8b and c. 
AZ31B pole figures were calculated in the same manner as for pure Mg and are 
shown in figures 2.12 and 2.13. By comparing the pole figures for AZ31B and pure Mg 
one can see that there is less smearing of the fiber texture in AZ31B than in pure Mg. The 
contribution of prismatic slip to the texture is also observed less frequently and to a lesser 
degree than was seen in the pure Mg Back_Trans Bottom pole figure. However, pole 
splitting is common which matches observations reported by others researchers [27,67]. 
The maximum intensity of the pole figures is frequently within a few degrees of 45° 
relative to the extrusion direction. Given that the angle between the fiber texture and the 
extrusion direction is tightly clustered in pole figures from the same specimen and given 
that maps from the same sample were taken at one time, the deviations from 45° are more 
likely attributable to samples not being mechanically polished perfectly parallel to the 
billet orientation, than they are to microstructural evolution during processing. As with 








Figure 2.10: Pole figures for the pure Mg extrusion direction samples. Maximum 









Figure 2.11: Pole figures for the pure Mg transverse direction samples. Maximum 








Figure 2.12: Pole figures for the AZ31B extrusion direction samples. Maximum 







 Similar to the results for grain size, there is a larger degree of variation in the 
texture of the pure Mg than that in the AZ31B. During ECAE, the AZ31B basal poles 
consistently adopt to the typical 4BC deformation texture where the basal poles are 
approximately 45° from the extrusion axis; although, not necessarily at the ideal 45° 
vertical disinclination from the extrusion axis [64,68]. It should be noted that this result 
differs from the texture reported by Suwas et al., Yapici et al., and Agnew et al. with 
 
 
Figure 2.13: Pole figures for the AZ31B transverse direction samples. Maximum 





regards to the extent of inclination from vertical axis [37,62,64]. Some instances of pole-
splitting are also observed. However, there are significant qualitative differences between 
the pure Mg and AZ31B textures. Although the basal poles are generally the same angle 
away from the extrusion direction, the basal poles in pure Mg may vary significantly in 
their orientation relative to the transverse and longitudinal axes. In figure 2.10, 
orientations that are slightly longitudinal axis biased, transverse axis biased, and 
longitudinal axis biased are all observed. However, maximum intensities for the pure Mg 
are similar to those for the AZ31B samples. The IPF images show that both pure Mg and 
AZ31B exhibit some localized texture clustering. This clustering can be seen in SEM 
images as electropolishing produces some orientation dependent etching. The SEM 
images show that the clustering appears fairly uniform throughout the samples. These 
clusters suggest the activation of cDRX which tends to preserve the parent texture. Some 
texturing in the prismatic plane was also observed in the pure Mg samples, indicating 
activation of prismatic slip. The activation of prismatic slip in the as-cast pure Mg, but 
not in the hot-rolled AZ31B show similarities to the results reported by Agnew et al., 
where AZ31B which had been initially extruded did not show prismatic texturing after 
ECAE processing, but the as-cast AZ31B did [69]. As the as-cast microstructure is 
presumably more random, it is expected that some grains have an orientation where 
prismatic slip is preferred over basal slip. Therefore, depending on the microstructural 
evolution and spatially local mechanism of DRX, the preference for prismatic slip may be 







 This project accomplished its stated goals: the microstructures of pure Mg and 
AZ31B were characterized and found to be largely homogeneous along the length of the 
bar. Moreover, the many microstructural differences between the two materials suggest 
that while the microstructural evolution is similar for both materials, significant 
differences in the final microstructures appear, suggesting differences in the fundamental 
mechanisms that are activated. To some degree, the two materials highlight the potential 
benefits of the dDRX and cDRX mechanisms. The pure Mg microstructure had larger 
and more variable sized grains, but also a more randomized texture that can result in 
enhanced ductility. In contrast, the AZ31B had a more consistent texture, which may lead 
to greater anisotropy in properties, but the grain size was on average, smaller and with a 
narrower distribution. The characterization work performed here provides a baseline for 
the following work not only in the anticipated microstructures, but also in the activation 
and coarse behavior of the grain refinement mechanisms. As an ongoing part of this 
work, 29 billets of materials produced here have been distributed to 8 principal 
investigators. 
  
2.5 Appendix: ECAE Extrusion Procedures 
 Given the strong reliance in this work on ECAE, it may prove useful to elaborate 
on extrusion preparation and procedures. Beginning with preparation of the sample for 
extrusion, the sample should be sectioned to ¾” x ¾” x 6-8” and ground to fit within the 
die. It should be noted that given the short exit channel on the press at ARL, the billets 




need to be removed prior to further extrusions. Thus, the final extruded billet will 
invariably be shorter than the initial billet with the difference in length increasing with 
number of passes, temperature, and backpressure. In the case of AZ31B, it was found to 
be useful to wrap the billet in a sheet of Teflon to improve lubrication and prevent 
leaving flash on the sidewalls. However, the Teflon sheets tended to be taken up into the 
billet in the case of 99.9% pure Mg. Instead, wrapping the billet in thin copper foil was a 
suitable substitute. Immediately prior to insertion into the tool, the billets were covered in 
lubricant. For the temperatures used here, Loctite Brand Silver grade anti-seize 
compound (Henkel Company, Düsseldorf, Germany) was found to be adequate. 
 After insertion into the heated tool, the billet was allowed sufficient time to reach 
the extrusion temperature. Once the billet temperature had equilibrated, the extrusion was 
allowed to begin. For high temperature extrusions, it was often quicker to preheat the 
billet in a furnace before transferring it to the tool. Extruded billets were ejected from the 
ARL press by disconnecting the backpressure and removing the bottom sliding wall. 
Billet ejection was aided by slightly overextending the punch into the outlet channel so 
that none of the billet material remained in the inlet channel. A scraper was used to 
wrench the billet loose if the billet remained adhered to the sidewalls. Following 
extrusion, the billets were allowed to cool in air. A small number of experiments were 
carried out where the billets were quenched in oil instead of air. The resulting average 
grain size was found to be somewhat larger than that in the air quenched samples. The 
effect was believed to be due to the inhibition of post-dynamic recrystallization 





2.6 Appendix: AZ31B Precipitates 
 According to the ASM handbook, the chemical composition for AZ31B is 2.5-
3.5% Al, 0.2% Mn min, 0.6-1.4% Zn, 0.04% Ca max, 0.10% Si max, 0.05% Cu max, 
0.005% Ni max, 0.005% Fe max, 0.30% max other (total), and the balance is Mg [70]. 
Although Mn is ostensibly added to improve corrosion resistance, its propensity to form 
intermetallics with Al has secondary effects on microstructural evolution and 
performance [70]. The largest precipitates observed in AZ31B are called “stringers” in 
this work for their long rod-like shapes; although they are generally fractured into many 
smaller pieces by the rolling and ECAE processes, as seen in figure 2.14. Figure 2.14b 
shows that the stringers do not have an apparent preferred orientation. EDS analysis of 
these stringers have shown them to consist mostly of Mn and Al with some Fe [45]. The 
role of stringers in the spall behavior in AZ31B will be discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter 4. 
 A second type of precipitate, roughly 500 nm in diameter, can be seen as bright 
spots interspersed among nanovoids in figure 4.5. Although the chemical composition of 
these precipitates were difficult to identify through conventional EDS, they were 
identified as Al-Zn precipitates with High-Angle Annular Dark-field Scanning Tunneling 
Electron Microscopy (HAADF-STEM) [71]. 
 The smallest precipitates that have been observed in AZ31B are on the order of 50 
nm in diameter, and are believed to be Al8Mn5 [72]. These precipitates are thought to 





   
Figure 2.14: Secondary electron SEM micrographs of Mn-Al “stringer” precipitates in 
ECAE processed AZ31B. (a) Image of fractured stringer precipitate. (b) Large view field 
showing many stringer precipitates. 
 
2.7 Appendix: Polishing Methods 
 A number of polishing methods were employed in this work to prepare 
magnesium samples for EBSD or SEM microscopy. The most useful methods are 
discussed below. 
 For high resolution SEM imaging, the samples were first polished to 1200 grit 
with SiC. This was followed by polishing steps with 3 µm and 1 µm diamond 
suspensions. Between steps, the samples would be rinsed with water to remove residual 
particles. Following the 1 µm step, ethanol was used instead of water to rinse the 
samples. 50 nm colloidal silica was used for the final polishing step instead of alumina, 
as alumina tends to etch Mg-Al alloys. The silica particles were found to readily adhere 





polishing. To prevent silica adhesion, it was necessary to fully rinse the sample with 
ethanol and then sonicate in fresh ethanol immediately following polishing. 
 For electropolishing, 5% Nitric acid in methanol was found to be a good general 
purpose electrolyte, which could be adapted for use with pure Mg, AZ31B, or AMX602. 
Methanol was used in place of the more readily available ethanol for safety reasons; 5% 
Nitric Acid in ethanol is too volatile to store safely. Prior to electropolishing, the samples 
were mechanically polished. Pure Mg, lacking large inclusions, was polished to 1200 grit 
with SiC, and then to 3 µm with a diamond suspension. AZ31B and AMX602 were 
further polished to 1 µm to minimize the electropolishing time, and thus the 
electrochemical attack at inclusion interfaces. Mechanical polishing was followed by an 
acetone rinse and sonication in ethanol. The electrolyte was chilled to around -10°C 
before use. Initially, this was done with an ice-brine bath for approximately 90 minutes. 
This was found to be unnecessarily time-consuming, and eventually, liquid nitrogen was 
poured into the electrolyte instead. Pure Mg samples were electropolished at 18-19V for 
40s; while AZ31B was polished at 22 V for approximately 16 s. Samples were then 
immediately thoroughly rinsed with ethanol to minimize chemical attack, and kept in a 
beaker of fresh ethanol until ready for insertion into the chamber. 
 In some cases, where electropolishing was not appropriate, such as during the 
examination of spalled AZ31B where the electrolyte would damage the voids, an ion 
milling method was developed. A number of different mills were used, but they all 
provided similar results. The sample was first polished to 50 nm using the procedure 
described above. In the ion mill, a recipe of 5kV for 3-5 minutes, 3kV for 15 minutes, 




observed to produce a distinct improvement in EBSD data collection. If the ion mill did 
not possess a cold finger, the sample was allowed to cool in low vacuum for 10 minutes, 
as a precaution against heating the sample too much. After milling the samples were kept 
in ethanol or under vacuum until ready to insert into the SEM. 
 
2.8 Appendix: EBSD Analysis 
 It is not uncommon, particularly for Mg, for the EBSD data collection software to 
mis-index points along the grain boundary, due to the overlap of the Kikuchi patterns. 
These mis-indexed or “noisy” points may impact the analysis in a number of ways. They 
reduce the apparent grain size, break up the actual grain boundaries, and introduce 
random orientations into the texture calculations. As a consequence, the mis-indexed 
points are generally dealt with in post-processing prior to any analysis. There are many 
methods to “clean up” the microstructure, including Grain Confidence Index (CI) 
Standardization, Neighbor CI Correlation, and Neighbor Orientation Correlation. The 
method preferred in this work is Grain Dilation. During Grain Dilation, a grain tolerance 
angle and a minimum grain size (in number of data points) are defined, and points within 
the tolerance angle of each other are grouped into grains. Points that do not belong to any 
grain are then partitioned to adjacent grains and assigned the orientation of that grain. It is 
highly unlikely that any EBSD map of sufficiently high resolution has many grains that 
consist of only 2 or 3 points. An average grain in an EBSD map should contain 
approximately 20 or more points. Therefore, it is prudent to set a minimum grain size to 
at least 6-8 points. Another consideration during Grain Dilation is how many clean up 




necessary to, for instance, clean up a small group of noisy points at a triple junction. 
However, and this is a pitfall of the grain dilation method, care must be taken not to 
introduce artifacts into the microstructure. Suppose the microstructure contains a number 
of voids which are unable to be indexed, allowing Grain Dilation to run to completion 
would entirely fill in the voids. It is entirely possible to run Grain Dilation on a map that 
is mostly noise and create a microstructure that appears realistic and believable. For this 
reason, where precipitates or voids appear in this work, Grain Dilation was limited to 
only a single iteration, if used at all. 
 For texture calculations, there was a concern both that noisy data points would 
artificially reduce the strength of the measured texture, and that removing the noisy data 
with Grain Dilation could artificially increase the strength of the measured texture. It was 
decided to remove all points that had a CI less than 0.1 from the texture calculations 














3. Mechanical Behavior of Rolled and ECAE Processed AZ31B 
3.1 Introduction  
 The discovery that ECAE methods can enhance the mechanical properties of 
magnesium alloys has generated intense study of both the ECAE method and the 
mechanical properties of ECAE processed magnesium under various testing conditions. 
The proclivity of magnesium alloys to twin and undergo DRX makes the mechanical 
response complex. However, the general trends are well known. Strain along the 〈𝑐〉 axis 
must be accommodated either by twinning or by 〈𝑐 + 𝑎〉 slip, and the {101̅2} twin is 
easier to activate than 〈𝑐 + 𝑎〉 during 〈𝑐〉 axis extension. The activation of the {101̅2} 
twin system has been shown to enhance the ductility in magnesium, a common effect of 
twins in hcp materials [3,9]. Extension twinning frequently produces a sigmoidal stress 
strain curve; where a low strain hardening plateau is followed by a rise in the rate of 
strain hardening [9,73–75].  
Three potential causes are typically attributed to the increase in strain hardening 
following twinning: twin boundary hardening from twin boundaries acting as dislocation 
barriers, geometric hardening from the reorientation of the lattice, and the Basinski 
mechanism [75]. The Basinski mechanism is an increase in hardening due to glissile 
dislocations converting into sessile dislocations, following the twin shear transformation 
[75–77]. Knezevic et al. argue that the dominant hardening mechanism is due to 
reorientation of the twinned lattice into orientations more difficult for slip, as the twins 
tend to totally consume the parent grains – eliminating any additional strengthening effect 
from the twin boundaries. The presence of twins is a reccurring feature at both quasi-




twinning is predicted to be difficult [9,73–75,78–81]. A number of studies have found 
evidence of strain-rate dependent deformation in magnesium alloys processed via Equal 
Channel Angular Extrusion (ECAE) methods, with the work by Li et al. covering the 




  [79–81]. In addition, Tucker et al.  have 
reported considerable strain rate effects in an AZ31B plate tested at both quasi-static and 
dynamic rates [82].  
Here, we investigated the mechanical properties and microstructural evolution of 
rolled and ECAE processed AZ31B under quasi-static rates. The intent was to determine 
how orientation and microstructure impact strain-rate dependent mechanical behavior, 
and then link changes in this behavior to variations in the alloy’s microstructural 
evolution. This study was performed in conjunction with a high strain-rate study of the 
same materials, conducted by Kannan et al. using a Kolsky bar apparatus. Thus, we tested 
samples in compression to achieve congruency between the two sets of mechanical 
studies, and we examined microstructure evolution in the deformed AZ31B samples, in 
detail, using Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD). 
 
3.2 Experimental Methods 
 AZ31B, was selected for the study, and obtained in the warm-rolled H24 
condition from Magnesium Elektron. The as-received material possessed a rolling texture 
in which the basal poles are nearly perpendicular to the plate normal, and an area average 
grain size of roughly 71.5 ± 42.9 µm. Some of the as-received AZ31B was processed by 




initial, warm-rolled plate and the resulting ECAE processed material are shown in figure 
3.1. The resulting material had an area average grain size of 5.3 µm ± 2.5 µm.  
Rectangular compression test samples with a nominal size of 2 mm × 2 mm × 4 
mm were machined from both the as-rolled material and the ECAE processed material 
using an Electrical Discharge Machine (Fanuc Alpha 0iE, Oshino-mure, Yamanashi 
Prefecture, Japan). Rectangular samples were used in place of cylindrical ones to allow 
for more direct comparison to the results of the high strain-rate Kolsky-bar tests and to 
preserve the off-axis orientations. Two orientations were prepared from the as-received 
and ECAE processed materials as shown in figure 3.2b. In the as-rolled AZ31B, samples 
were machined with the long axis parallel to the rolling and normal directions of the 
plate; while in the ECAE processed AZ31B, the samples were cut with the long axis 
along the transverse and extrusion directions. According to the orientation of their long 
axis, the samples are named “Rolled R”, “Rolled N”, “ECAE T”, and “ECAE E”.  






 in equal 
logarithmic increments in a Universal Testing Machine (Instron 5582). A thin layer of 
molybdenum disulfide was applied as lubricant on the upper and lower platens. 
Crosshead displacement was used to measure strain, and machine compliance was 
determined by pressing the lubricated platens together in the manner described by 
Kalidindi et al [83]. In addition to the standard compression tests, interrupted 
compression tests were performed on each sample orientation, to an approximate true 




. Each of the ECAE 








well, but in these tests, a collar was necessary to limit the applied strain. 0.2% offset was 
used to determine the onset of yield. 
 The interrupted compression test specimens were initially mechanically polished 
at 1200 grit and then at 50 nm with the Struers (Westlake, OH) OPS non-dry suspension. 
Specimens were then milled in a Gatan PIPS 2 ion mill (Pleasanton, CA)  at 5 kV for 5 
minutes, 3 kV for 15 minutes, 1 kV for 20 minutes, and at 0.5 kV for 20 minutes. A gun 
tilt of 3° was used and the samples were chilled to -100°C. The compression test samples 
were then characterized by EBSD in a TESCAN MIRA3 GMU FEG-SEM (Libušina, 
Czech Republic). EDAX TEAM software (Mahwah, NJ) was used to collected the EBSD 
data at a step size of 0.4 µm. EBSD data was analyzed using the same methods as in 
Chapter 2. Due to the possibility of there being a considerable amount of deformation in 
the microstructure, the K1 twin plane was allowed to vary by up to 3°, and the 
misorientation by up to 7° when determining the presence of twins.  
 
 








3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Compression Tests 
 Typical stress-strain curves for each of the strain-rates and orientations are shown 
below in Figure 3.3, with at least three tests performed for each strain rate and 
orientation. Rolled N samples display a typical hardening curve for 〈𝑐〉 axis compression, 





 strain rate samples show smaller strain hardening rates at low strains, but also do 
not level off as much. The Rolled R samples show no change in yield stress with strain 
rate, but do exhibit greater strain hardening 
 
Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic of the ECAE process, including the rotation between passes 
for the 4BC route. (b) Orientations of the compression test samples cut from the rolled 
plate and the ECAE billet, respectively. The samples were compressed along their long 
axis. 
 
rates following the plateau and a reduction in ductility. At all strain rates for the Rolled N 





hardening  is greater than the rate of strain hardening found for the ECAE sample 
orientations.  
Both ECAE orientations display more moderate sigmoidal curves than those 
shown in the Rolled R samples, and the differences between the two sets of ECAE stress-
strain curves are less pronounced than seen between the two sets of rolled samples. Both 
sets of ECAE samples tend to attain a peak flow stress at approximately 15% strain, and 
they fail with a gradual or sharp load drop. However, the ultimate compressive stresses 
measured for the ECAE T samples are generally higher than those found for the ECAE E 
samples. Both ECAE orientations, aside from the 10
0
 rates, display very little strain-rate 




 appear to 
experience less initial strain hardening than the other rates, but achieve parity at about 5% 
strain. The differences between the highest and lowest strain rates for all the orientations 
are accentuated in the combined plot in figure 3.4, showing clear drops in yields strength 







Figure 3.3: True stress-true strain curves cut off at the peak flow stress attained; (a) 




, the line 









Figure 3.4: Combined stress-strain plots for the various orientations from each of the 













the line extends just beyond the right border of the graph. 
 
3.3.2 Compressed Sample Microstructure 
Inverse pole figures and pole figures for rolled N samples compressed to 2.5 and 
5% true strain are shown in Figure 3.5. Rolled N samples fail before a plastic strain of 
10% is attained, and thus are not included here. High angle boundaries – boundaries with 
a misorientation greater than 15° - are shown in black. A large reduction in area average 
grain size from approximately 71.5 ± 42.9 µm to 37.7 ± 11.5 µm is seen in the rolled N 
sample compressed to 2.5%, whereas the decrease from 2.5% to 5% was a more modest 
reduction to 31.6 ± 13.8 µm. The large reduction in average grain size is attributed to 
extensive grain fragmentation and subsequent dynamic recrystallization at grain 
boundaries, which is observed in both figures 3.5a and 3.5b. The majority of the 




most likely remaining from the parent microstructure. In comparison, very few 
contraction twins were observed. The measured texture was found to change very little 
from 0% to 5% strain. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: (a) IPF of Rolled N sample compressed to 2.5% true strain; (b) IPF of Rolled 
N sample compressed to 5% true strain; (c) (0001) Pole figure of Rolled N sample 
compressed to 2.5% strain; and (d) (0001) Pole figure of Rolled N sample compressed to 





number in the box next to each pole figure is the maximum strength of the texture. 
 
 
In contrast to compression of rolled samples along the normal direction, extensive 






as seen in figure 3.6. Multiple variants of the {101̅2} extension twin type are contained in 
the microstructures, but {101̅1} contraction twins are also occasionally seen. 
Approximately 25% of the area fraction in the Rolled R sample that was strained to 2.5% 
(figure 3.6a) is twinned. While still heavily twinned, the microstructure of the Rolled R 
sample strained to 5.0% (figure 3.6b) possesses a prominent grain almost devoid of twins. 
In addition, the pole figure for this sample (figure 3.6d) shows that the basal poles have 
shifted from an orientation almost perpendicular to the compression axis, to one that is 
nearly parallel to it. These results suggest that twin variants in the 2.5% strain sample 
have preferentially grown and now dominate the microstructure in the 5% strain samples. 
In addition, a number of the thin lenticular features in figure 3.6B were probed and were 
found to have basal poles aligned horizontally, matching the primary texture of the 2.5% 
strain sample. 
 The microstructural evolution exhibited by the ECAE material is 
drastically different from that of either of the two rolled sample orientations. Part of this 
difference can be attributed to the fact that the ECAE process refines the grain size and 
reorients the texture of the as-rolled material. Through the 4BC ECAE processing route, 
the basal pole is tilted away from both the extrusion and transverse axes, allowing for 
higher resolved shear stresses on basal planes during compression along the E and T 
directions. Figures 3.7a-d show apparent grain growth and texture evolution with 
increasing strain for compression along the transverse direction. After 2.5% true strain, 
the texture has weakened, with the misorientation distribution shifting towards values 
greater than 30°. However, there is not yet a change in the average grain size, as shown in 




IPF, and the 30° peak, a result of dynamic recrystallization in Mg, has disappeared 
completely [64–66]. The texture at 5% is not significantly weaker, but the orientation of 
the as-processed ECAE texture has been lost. Grain growth continues up through 
 
Figure 3.6: (a) IPF of Rolled R sample compressed to 2.5% true strain; (b) IPF of Rolled 
R sample compressed to 5% true strain; (c) (0001) Pole figure of Rolled R sample 
compressed to 2.5% strain; and, (d) (0001) Pole figure of Rolled R sample compressed to 





number in the box next to each pole figure is the maximum strength of the texture. 
 
10% true strain, but a number of the grains possess distinctly nonequilibrium shapes. 
Additionally, some of the larger grains also display subdivision by intermediate angle 
boundaries. In the misorientation angle distribution, the 30° peak has reappeared. The 






initial ECAE texture. These results collectively suggest that by 10% strain, the 
microstructure has achieved a large enough grain size for DRX to restart.      
 
Figure 3.7: (a-d) IPFs of ECAE T sample compressed to 0%, 2.5%, 5%, and 10% true 
strain, respectively; (e-h) Misorientation angle distributions of ECAE T samples 
compressed to 0%, 2.5%, 5%, and 10% true strain, respectively; and (i-l) (0001) Poles 
figure of ECAE T samples compressed to 0%, 2.5%, 5%, and 10% true strain, 




. The number in 
the box next to each pole figure is the maximum strength of the texture. 
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Figure 3.8: Area average grain size as a function of strain for the ECAE samples 







 The grain growth displayed by the ECAE material compressed along the 
extrusion (E) axis in figure 3.9 is pointedly different from that of the ECAE samples 
compressed along the T direction. For both loading orientations, there is no apparent 
grain growth at 2.5% strain, but after 5% and 10% strain, the average grain size for E 
compression samples is larger than that of the T compression samples, at the same 
strains. The increase in the standard deviations observed in Figure 8 after 5% is not 
reflective of an increase in uncertainty in the grain size. Instead, they are indicative of a 
redistribution of grains sizes due to abnormal grain growth. To a significant extent, the 
original grain size distribution still exists, but it is convoluted with a smaller number of 
much larger grains that have grown abnormally. Additionally, the EBSD images in 




compression samples than in the T compression samples. In terms of texture, there is 
little weakening or change in the as-extruded texture up through 2.5% strain, for both 
orientations. However, the crystallographic texture of the ECAE T samples begin to 
change at 5% strain (figures 3,7i-l), while there is no significant change in the texture 
until 10% strain for the ECAE E samples (figures 3.8i-l). This delay can also be seen in 
the misorientation angle distributions, which remain largely static until 10% strain for 
loading in the ECAE extrusion direction. It should also be noted that twins are rarely 
observed in either ECAE orientations.    





 to investigate the cause of the sudden drop in yield stress associated with 









 exhibit grain growth and possibly minor 
amounts of recrystallization. These samples also show a weakening of the texture in 




 occurs at a 




, where grain growth does 
not show until 5% strain. The area average grain size has grown to 13.46 µm ± 6.72 µm 




, while grain size remains relatively constant 





grain growth also occurs in the ECAE E sample, but the phenomena is more 
heterogeneous and, overall, appears to occur relatively infrequently in the microstructure. 
In fact, the heterogeneous grain growth observed in figure 3.10b is similar to the 
heterogeneity that is seen for dynamic abnormal grain growth. The larger than average 





Figure 3.9: (a-d) IPFs of ECAE E samples compressed to 0%, 2.5%, 5%, and 10% true 
strain, respectively; (e-h) Misorientation angle distributions of ECAE E samples 
compressed to 0%, 2.5%, 5%, and 10% true strain, respectively; and, (i-l) (0001) Poles 
figure of ECAE E samples compressed to 0%, 2.5%, 5%, and 10% true strain, 




. The number in 
the box next to each pole figure is the maximum strength of the texture. 
 











Figure 3.10: IPF of (a) an ECAE T sample and (b) an ECAE E sample, both compressed 




. (0001) Pole figures of (c) an ECAE T sample and (d) 




. The compression 
axis is vertical. The number in the box next to each pole figure is the maximum strength 
of the texture. 
 
grains, approximately 18-23 µm in diameter, frequently possess a corrugated grain 
boundary indicating that these grains are of sufficient size for DRX to resume. The pole 
figure in 3.10d shows a local weakening of the texture for the ECAE E sample, and a 
comparatively strong twinning (link to text below)orientation.  However, the majority of 
the microstructure retains a texture comparable to the initial, as-extruded texture, and 











3.3.3 Microstructural Analysis of Compressed Samples 
EBSD analysis of the Rolled N samples reveals very few contraction twins in the 
microstructure, implying that plasticity is entirely due to dislocation motion. The 
extension twins that are observed in the microstructure appear to have no impact on the 
overall mechanical response. In contrast, twinning plays a major role in the mechanical 
response of the Rolled R samples. This is because of the fact that in these samples, due to 
warm rolling, the basal poles are oriented such that they are unfavorable for slip mediated 
deformation. The considerable extension twinning observed in the early stages of 
deformation is eventually replaced in the microstructure by a single twin variant that 
possesses a twinned orientation, where the 〈𝑐〉 axis is parallel to the compression axis. 
This observation agrees with those seen by Khan et al., who reported the replacement of 
the original rolling texture by a twinned texture [74]. The realignment of the lattice into a 
geometrically harder orientation is the apparent source of strain hardening in the Rolled R 
samples. 
Unlike the Rolled R samples, the compressed microstructures of the ECAE 
samples contain very few twins. The misorientation angle distributions and the pole 
figures suggest that twinning is insignificant during loading. Thus, the shallow sigmoidal 
stress-strain curves in the ECAE processed samples cannot be attributed to twinning. 
Instead, the microstructural evidence suggests the activation of a number of interacting 
and competing mechanisms. Taylor hardening is likely the primary source of hardening 
in these materials, with orientation hardening being a secondary source. Evidence of 
softening mechanisms in the form of grain growth and DRX are also present. Together, 




The most apparent aspect of the ECAE samples’ microstructures is the distinct 
abnormal grain growth, which shows some similarities to stress-assisted grain growth. To 
the best of the authors’ knowledge, stress-assisted grain growth has mainly been reported 
for nanocrystalline materials – including magnesium [84–88]. Cahn and Taylor have put 
forth a theory, later confirmed by simulations and experiments, that shear stresses on a 
grain boundary can produce normal motion of that grain boundary [89–91]. It can be 
inferred from this theory that stress-induced grain boundary migration can produce both 
grain growth and grain rotation [90]. Figure 3.7 appears to support this theory as it shows 
simultaneous grain growth and a substantial weakening in the texture of the 
microstructure in the intermediate stages. It is possible that texture softening provides 
some strengthening during grain growth. The initial texture of the material is well suited 
for basal slip; thus, a weakening of the texture is likely to reduce the overall activity of 
the basal slip system. An additional factor for consideration is that it is currently 
unknown how the sub-micrometer, Mn-rich precipitates that are typically found in 
wrought AZ31B are interacting with evolving microstructure [92].  
A comparison to the grain growth in this study may be found in work by Gianola 
et al., who performed microtensile experiments on nanocrystalline Al thin films, and 
observed apparent stress-assisted grain growth [85]. Similar to the findings here, Gianola 
reported discontinuous grain growth and associated extended ductility [85]. However, the 
stress-strain curves of the AZ31B/ECAE samples studied here have a sigmoidal shape, 
while the curve of the nanocrystalline Al had a concave shape, typical of dislocation 
dominated deformation, before rapidly reaching a plateau [85]. The difference between 




be less than 50 MPa [85]. Gianola et al. attributed the rapid grain boundary motion to 
unpinning from solutes, but the greater homogeneity of grain growth and the differences 
in mechanical response suggest an alternate mechanism is active in AZ31B [85].  
 If stress-assisted grain growth is indeed active, an explanation of the drop in the 

















samples, suggesting that increasing strain rate allows grain growth to occur at lower 
plastic strains. The relative rate of grain growth between ECAE E and ECAE T has also 
changed. Whereas the ECAE E sample possesses larger grains than the ECAE T sample 




, the grains in the ECAE T sample are 
both larger and grain growth has occurred more frequently within the microstructure at 




and the lower total strain of 2%. At the higher strain-rate, 
local stresses can accumulate more rapidly and achieve the magnitude necessary for the 
onset of stress-assisted grain growth.  If the stress required to induce grain boundary 
motion is lower than that required for dislocation motion or twinning, then the material 
could be yielding due to the onset of grain growth instead of slip. Within this context, as 
the ECAE T orientation is plastically harder, as the strain-rate increases, the local stress 
accumulation must also be greater than in ECAE E. In fact, Gianola et al. reported lower 
yield stresses for thin films where stress-induced grain growth occurs, than in otherwise 
similar films [85]. In the context of this argument, it can then be suggested that the yield 
stress drops because the higher strain rate helps to drive stress-induced grain growth. 
 Given that stress-induced grain growth has typically been reported in 




and how does this process occur in micrometer-sized grains. In truth, local migrations of 
high angle boundaries are common events in the microstructural evolution of magnesium, 
specifically during discontinuous dynamic recrystallization (dDRX). The dDRX process 
is dependent on the initial bulging of a high angle boundary, which is itself caused, at low 
temperatures, by the interaction of dislocations with the grain boundary [49,93]. It is at 
this point where it is proposed that the dDRX and potential stress-induced grain growth 
diverge. During dDRX, a low angle boundary develops across the bulge, stabilizing it and 
forming the nucleus of a recrystallized grain [93]. If, however, that low angle boundary 
did not form, a combination of local stresses and curvature may drive expansion of the 
bulge and, eventually, a net translation of that grain boundary. Whether the local stresses 
are relaxed by emission of dislocations from the grain boundary (forming a low angle 
boundary) or are a wholesale migration of the boundary may depend on the overall length 
of the boundary, and hence the grain size. As the grain size and length of the grain 
boundary increases, it is expected that dDRX becomes more likely than stress-assisted 
grain growth. This transition would account for the apparent renewal of DRX in the later 
stages of grain growth. This implies that at sufficiently high strains, the process of stress-
assisted grain growth is counteracted by the resumption of DRX. 
It is important to note that the different mechanisms appear to dominate at 
different stages of deformation and strain-rates. Taylor and orientation hardening appear 
to dominate the effects of grain growth at intermediate stages, while DRX dominates the 
later stages where the rate of strain hardening decreases. At higher strain rates, the onset 
of grain growth appears to occur earlier, as shown in figure 3.10. Ultimately, grain 




stress observed in figure 3.11. Hypothetically, there are three mechanism regimes in these 




), slip appears to 




), the onset of stress-





), not seen in this work, twinning is activated and appears to control the 
mechanical response. 
3.3.4 Mechanical Analysis 
Yield stress is shown as a function of strain rate in figure 3.11. Values for the 
ECAE samples remain relatively constant at approximately 150 MPa before dropping to 




. In contrast, the rolled samples compressed 





, then rise to the levels of the ECAE samples with increasing strain rate, before also 




. Compressed along the rolling direction, though, 
samples have a yield stress near 50 MPa and show no change with strain rate. A 




is absent. Despite the larger initial 
grain size in the rolled samples, the Rolled N samples possess a yield strength close to 





Figure 3.11: Yield stress plotted against strain rate for each orientation.  
 





 in figure 3.12. The stresses at each increment are reflective of the trends already 
discussed. The Rolled R samples display the greatest increase in flow stress between 5 
and 10% strain, achieving a flow stress comparable to that of ECAE T samples, despite 
the ECAE T specimens possessing a higher yield stress. However, the Rolled R samples 





Figure 3.12: Flow stress at different strain increments for each orientation plotted for a 




. Rolled N samples were not included as they typically did not 
achieve greater than 5% strain. The lack of a bar indicates that all samples failed before 
reaching that strain increment. 
 
The mechanical results shown here are in strong agreement with the literature. Al-
Maharbi et al. reported similar strengths and ductilities for ECAE processed AZ31B, 
including the slight increase in strength in the transverse direction compared to the 
extrusion direction [78]. The results for the rolled AZ31B samples also show agreement 
with those found by Tucker et al. who observed an increase in strain hardening rates at 
higher strain rates, and a loss in ductility when compressing in the rolling direction [82]. 












Samples of warm rolled and ECAE processed AZ31B were mechanically tested 








 in multiple orientations. Both rolled and 
ECAE processed AZ31B were found to strain harden, at all strain rates, but the hardening 
rates were highest for the rolled materials, and in the case of the Rolled R samples, this 
hardening rate is attributed to the substantial activation of extension twinning. In contrast, 
no twinning is observed in the ECAE processed samples. The rolled material also showed 
a greater dependence of strain-rate hardening on strain rate than the ECAE material. 
However, the rolled samples tested in the rolling direction and both sets of ECAE 




rate – show no change in yield stress with strain 
rate. In contrast, the yield stress of the rolled samples tested in the normal direction does 




. All samples, except the Rolling 
N samples, which already had very limited ductility, exhibit a reduction in ductility with 
increasing strain rate. Investigation of the deformed microstructures showed that the 
ECAE materials underwent abnormal grain growth that increases with plastic strain and 
strain rate.    
 
3.5 Appendix: ECAE Grain Size Distributions 
 Figure 3.13 shows the change in the grain size distribution of ECAE T and ECAE 








Figure 3.14 shows the grain size distributions for ECAE T and ECAE E strained to 0% 




. Both figures show changes in the grain size distribution 
from the initial microstructure. The violation of statistical self-similarity during grain 
growth indicates that abnormal grain growth is occurring during mechanical testing in 
this experiment [94,95].  
 
Figure 3.13: Grain size distribution plots of (a) ECAE T and (b) ECAE E samples 






Figure 3.14: Grain size distribution plots of ECAE T and ECAE E loaded to 0% and 









3.6 Appendix: Compiled Stress-Strain Diagrams 
Stress strain plots for Rolled N, Rolled R, ECAE T, and ECAE E are shown in figure 

















































































4. Characterization of Spalled AZ31B Processed by ECAE 
4.1 Introduction  
 A considerable number of studies have investigated the mechanical properties of 
magnesium (Mg) and its alloys. However, the majority of these studies focus on the 
mechanical properties at quasi-static rates. There have been comparatively few studies of 
Mg alloys under shock conditions, where the failure behavior may be considerably 
different. Spall failure is one of the primary mechanisms for failure of Mg alloys at high 
rates, and understanding spall behavior is a necessary component to improving high 
strain-rate mechanical properties in Mg. Failure by spallation – either by void growth or 
fracture – occurs where tensile release waves of sufficient amplitude collide, and the local 
tensile stresses exceed a critical value [39]. A schematic of shock and spallation was 
provided in Chapter 1 as figure 1.4. 
In this study, AZ31B samples processed via the 4BC ECAE route were subjected 
to shock loading to investigate how sample orientation impacts their spall behavior. It is 
already known that large precipitates play a key role in the spallation of AZ31B, but it is 
currently unclear how they interact with the microstructure [45]. To achieve this 
objective, more detailed fractography was performed, and the area around nearby voids 
was inspected via (EBSD).    
 
4.2 Experimental Methods  
 Samples of AZ31B were processed in the manner outlined in Chapter 2. 
Following ECAE processing, ECAE processed samples of AZ31B were cut into disks 




Machining (EDM) with the disk normal directions parallel to the Extrusion (Ex) and 
Transverse (Trans) directions. Shock recovery experiments were performed on these 
samples at the Shock Physics Laboratory, U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL, 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD) with a single stage 102 mm (slotted bore) diameter gas 
gun. The experiments used flyers with a nominal diameter of 42 mm and thickness of 2 
mm, and impact velocities of approximately 200 and 400 m/s. In total, four samples were 
tested: 191 m/s along the extrusion direction, 414 m/s along the extrusion direction, 213 
m/s along the transverse direction, and 394 m/s along the transverse direction. These 
samples have corresponding shock stresses of 0.8 GPa, 1.8 GPa, 0.9 GPa, and 1.7 GPa, 
respectively. Given the loading direction and the approximate impact velocities, the 
samples were assigned the labels “200 Ex”, “400 Ex”, “200 Trans”, and “400 Trans”. A 
more complete description of the shock experiment is included in previous works by 
Williams et al. [96–98].   
 The samples were sectioned in the shock direction using a diamond wire saw to 
minimize the surface damage and in such a way that the basal poles were located within 
the plane of the fresh surface. The specimens were gently mechanically polished at 1200 
grit with SiC paper and then at 50 nm with the Struers (Westlake, OH) OPS non-dry 
suspension. Care was taken to immediately rinse the surface with ethanol and sonicate for 
15 minutes in ethanol to remove the colloidal suspension from the cracks and voids. 
Specimens for EBSD were then ion milled in a Fischione 1060 ion mill (Export, PA) at 5 
kV for 3 minutes, 3 kV for 15 minutes, 1 kV for 20 minutes, and at 0.5 kV for 20 




TESCAN MIRA3 GMU FEG-SEM (Libušina, Czech Republic). The EBSD data was 
analyzed in the manner detailed in Chapter 1. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion  
4.3.1 Fractography 
Wide-field SEM micrographs of the examined specimen cross-sections are shown 
below in figure 4.1. At 200 m/s, damage is not visible to the unaided eye in either the 
extrusion or the transverse direction. By 400 m/s, however, a highly developed spall 




Figure 4.1: Secondary electron SEM micrographs of the spall tested samples. (a) 200 Ex 
sample (b) 400 Ex sample (c) 200 Trans sample (d) and lower half of the 400 Trans 
sample. 
 
A closer examination of the 200 Ex sample with SEM revealed voids both near 
and far from the spall plane, suggesting that the ECAE processed microstructure contains 






categories. The first category was observed where coarse “stringer” particles had 
fractured during processing, leaving voids in the gaps, such as those seen in figure 4.2a. 
This category of voids is observed most frequently, and similar voids that nucleated from 
fractured precipitates were also reported by Farbaniec et al. [45]. The other category of 
incipient voids did not appear to involve precipitates, and a particularly large example 
can be seen in figure 4.2b. Only a few examples of this category of voids were observed; 




Figure 4.2: Secondary electron SEM micrographs of the 200 Ex sample. (a) A void 
between fractured precipitates. (b) A large void near of the bottom of the sample that 
does not appear to involve precipitates.  
  
 The two varieties of incipient voids appear to result in different behavior as spall 
progresses. Figure 4.3 suggests that the voids near precipitates prefer to grow by driving 
brittle fracture in the precipitates. Note in figure 4.3b that the cracks will grow along near 





crack tips in figure 4.3a suggest that early growth of voids may occur by crack 
propagation within the Mg matrix. In addition, voids that are in close proximity appear to 
form ligaments, as seen in figure 4.3b.  
 The voids that grow solely out of the matrix have a different morphology than 
those that grow via precipitate fracture. The voids from precipitate fracture are highly 
elongated, as shown in figure 4.3. In comparison, the voids formed in the matrix are more 
equiaxed, as seen in figure 4.4a. These voids frequently contain large clusters of 
submicrometer voids. The voids in figure 4.4b are approximately 150-200 nm wide. A 
TEM investigation by Voisin et al. found that the nanoprecipitates in AZ31B measure 
between 26 and 70 nm, and their spacing may range from 270 nm to 700 nm [99]. The 
nanovoid spacing approximately corresponds to the lower end of the nanoprecipitate 
spacing range, but no nanoprecipitates were observed within the nanovoids in this work.   
 
 
Figure 4.3: Backscattered electron SEM micrographs from the 200 Ex sample. Extrusion 
and loading directions are vertical. (a) Fractured precipitates line a void that has opened. 







Figure 4.4: Secondary and backscattered electron composite SEM micrographs from the 
200 Ex sample. Extrusion and loading directions are vertical. (a) Void that has grown out 
of the matrix containing submicrometer voids. (b) Enlarged image from (a). The bright 
spot is an Al-Zn plate-like precipitate. 
 
The 400 Ex samples shows a far greater extent of spall failure than the 200 Ex 
sample. Similar to Farbaniec et al. findings, a large fraction of the spall surface is covered 
in nanovoids, which can be seen in figure 4.5a [45]. The 500 nm bright precipitates that 
are clearly visible in figure 4.5 are thought to be Al-Zn plate-like precipitates [71]. These 
precipitates have frequently been observed in the current work in regions of nanovoids, 
although the precipitates themselves are not located within voids. What role they play, if 
any, in nanovoid formation is unclear. Some regions of the spall surface display faceted 
surfaces intermixed with local clusters of nanovoids. An example of such a region is 
shown in figure 4.5b. Here, the nanovoids display elongation in the vertical direction, 
which is the orientation perpendicular to the spall plane. This morphology suggests that 





cannot be ascertained whether this faceted surface is related to the bridge-joining type of 
void sheet in the 200 m/s sample seen in figure 4.3b. 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Backscattered electron SEM micrographs from the 400 Ex sample. Extrusion 
and loading directions are vertical. (a) Spall surface showing a large field of nanovoids. 
(b) Nanovoids and a faceted surface.  
 
 Like the 200 Ex sample, the spall damage in the 200 Trans sample is only visible 
by close inspection in the SEM. Likewise, fractured precipitates can be seen in figure 
4.6a to play a critical role in the early stages of void growth. Unlike the 200 Ex sample, 
however, spall appears more developed, and voids connected by ligaments are frequently 
observed. Indeed, the voids in the 200 Trans sample display a greater propensity to form 
ligaments as shown in figures 4.6a and 4.6b.   
The 400 Trans sample displays complete spall failure. This behavior suggests that 
the texture may be playing a role in the spall process. An optical image is shown in figure 
4.7. Like in figure 4.6b, and the samples examined by Farbaniec et al., the spall failure in 





multiple spall planes exist, contrary to what was reported by Farbaniec et al. [45]. 
However, that feature may be obscured by the complete spallation. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Secondary electron SEM micrographs from the 200 Trans sample. 
Transverse and loading directions are vertical. (a) A series of small voids are connected 
by ligaments. Note that the edges of the second, third, and fifth voids from the left are 
decorated by broken precipitates. The center right of the image also contains a fractured 
precipitate that did not produce a large void. (b) A series of interconnected and growing 
voids that could be the likely locus of the spall plane. 
 
 







Figure 4.8: Secondary and backscattered electron composite SEM micrographs from the 
400 Trans sample. Transverse and loading directions are out of the page. (a) SEM image 
of the spall surface showing many fracture precipitates. (b) Enlarged SEM image 
showing two fractured precipitates. The precipitates appear to be couched in large voids. 
 
 Unlike in the extrusion orientation samples, the failure surface of the sample 
loaded in the transverse direction is littered with clusters of fractured precipitates, as 
indicated in figure 4.8a. In addition, the precipitate clusters appear to reside in shallow 
pits that are reminiscent of void pits, such as those seen in figure 4.8b. Figure 4.8b also 
displays the presence of microvoids around the precipitates. Microvoids are the most 
common size void observed in this sample and can be seen in figure 4.9. Voids 
approximately 1 µm in diameter are also very common. Although they are all roughly the 
same size, some of these clusters contain precipitates while others do not. Figure 4.10 
contains SEM images of 1 µm void clusters with and without nanoprecipitates. 
Nanovoids the size of those observed in the extrusion orientation sample have yet to be 






Figure 4.9: Secondary electron SEM micrographs of the 400 Trans sample. Transverse 




Figure 4.10: Secondary electron and composite SEM micrographs of the 400 Trans 
sample. Transverse and loading directions are out of the page. (a) Micrometer sized void 
clusters lacking nanoprecipitates. (b) Micrometer sized void clusters with 






4.3.2 Microstructural Examination 
EBSD was used to inspect the microstructure both away from the spall plane and 
near smaller voids immediately surrounding the spall plane. The areas adjacent to the 
spall plane and near ligaments were unable to be indexed, presumably due severe 
deformation. 
 The microstructure around the middle of the 200 Ex sample displays no 
significant change in grain size from the as-processed material, but the pole figure, seen 
in figure 4.11a, displays an overall weaker texture and a secondary pole near the plane 
normal. Twins, mostly of the {101̅2}〈1̅011〉 extension type, were found to constitute 
4.0% of the indexed area. When looking near a horizontal void, the twin fraction 
increases to 6.7% of the indexed area, but the pole figure in figure 42b shows a 
significant strengthening of the secondary pole and an evolution of a tertiary orientation. 
The apparent disparity between the fraction of directly observed twins and the strength of 
the twinning orientation in the pole figure may be reconciled by study of the IPF map in 
figure 4.11b. It reveals an increase in the number of grains with a basal pole near the 
plane normal. It is likely that many of these grains are extension twins that have entirely 







Figure 4.11: Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) maps and basal pole figures from the 200 Ex 
sample. Extrusion and loading directions are vertical. (a) Map (left) and pole figure 
(right) from an area below the spall plane and far from growing voids (b) Map (left) and 
pole figure (right) of an area on the left side of a large, horizontal void. 
 
Figure 4.12a shows the microstructure that has likely evolved from figure 4.12b 
Many of the grains are deformed, elongated along the shock direction, and possess the 
twinning orientation. While the nonindexed regions in figures 4.12a and b appear to be 
similar in size, the regions in figure 4.12a belong to a large, mature void much larger than 
what is shown within the image’s field of view.  In the pole figure within figure 4.12a, 
the twinning orientation has strengthened to become the primary orientation. However, 
the microstructure near two small voids in figure 4.12b remains largely similar to that of 








Figure 4.12: Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) maps and basal pole figures from the 400 Ex 
sample. Extrusion and loading directions are vertical. (a) Map (left) and pole figure 
(right) from an area near a large voids (b) Map (left) and pole figure (right) of an area 
near two small voids. The nonindexed regions in (a) all belong to one void that extends 
far beyond the view field. 
 
be from lenticular twins, rather than twins that have consumed parent grains. There also 
appears to be some grain refinement near the small voids. 
Figure 4.13a depicts the microstructure far from the spall plane in the 200 Trans 
sample. It is largely unremarkable except for the very large grain at the end. This grain 
seems to constitute almost the entirety of the out of plane basal twinning orientation in 
the pole figure. In addition, an extension twin variant appears to have been activated in 
the plane of the sample. Significant twinning is not readily apparent in the IPF map near a 






extrusion orientation samples, the out of plane twin variant is weaker, but three other twin 
variants have been activated – two more variants than have been observed in the 
extrusion samples. The area around the small void in figure 4.13c follows the trend 
observed previously, where the area degree of twinning and activated twin variants is 
highly similar to the area in the middle of the sample. 
The IPF map from the middle of the 400 Trans sample in figure 4.14a displays a 
significant change from those in figure 4.12a and figure 4.13a. Most of the twinning 
orientation present appears to be in the form of nearly vertical lenticular twins, many of 
which have nucleated twins across the grain boundary. Figure 4.14b displays a similar 
behavior, but in addition, vertically elongated grains are also observed. Due to the 
apparent tendency for voids to form ligaments at smaller sizes, it was difficult to find a 
large void of comparable size to those in other samples. 
 
4.3.3 Role of Precipitates in Spall Behavior 
As noted by Farbaniec et al, voids in these AZ31B samples appear to grow in the 
early stages by decohesion between the Mn-Al intermetallic “stringers” and the Mg 
matrix [45]. The source of these voids appears to almost invariably be from precipitates 
that fractured during processing. There are qualitative differences in the immediate 
growth following the decohesion stage of growth between the orientations. In the 
Extrusion direction samples, where possible, the voids grow along the direction of the 










Figure 4.13: Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) maps and basal pole figures from the 200 Trans 
sample. Transverse and loading directions are vertical. (a) Map (left) and pole figure 
(right) from an area well below the spall plane. (b) Map (left) and pole figure (right) from 













Figure 4.14: Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) maps and basal pole figures from the 400 Trans 
sample. Transverse and loading directions are vertical. (a) Map (left) and pole figure 
(right) from an area well below the spall plane.(c) Map (left) and pole figure (right) from 
an area near a small void. 
   
stringers, void growth is not limited to the horizontal direction, but may also be in the 
vertical direction. When the sites for growth in this mode are apparently exhausted, the 
voids transition to a more ductile growth in the horizontal direction. This is the stage 
where nanovoid formation is expected to take over from decohesion. After growing to the 
100 µm range, the voids begin to link up by the formation of ligaments. Nanovoid and 
ligament formation appear to be the terminal stage of void growth. 
Void formation during shock loading in the Transverse direction shares the same 






decohesion stage of growth appears to be shorter in duration. Ligament formation begins 
at much smaller voids sizes, as seen in figure 4.15b, joining primarily horizontal voids. It 
may be this difference in the direction of initial void growth that produces a delay in the 
formation of a spall plane in the Extrusion direction, and thus delays the spall failure in 
the Extrusion direction relative to the Transverse direction.     
 
 
Figure 4.15: Secondary electron SEM micrographs. Loading directions are vertical. (a) 
400 Ex sample. Note the stringer precipitates decorating the rim of the void. (b) 400 
Trans sample. Here, the void does not grow much beyond the precipitate before forming 
a ligament. 
 
While the large precipitates clearly play a critical role in the spall behavior of 
AZ31B, the differences in void size, morphology, and nucleation between the two 
orientations of samples tested at 400 m/s suggests that sample orientation and 
microstructural variations also impacts the spall behavior. AZ31B is known to contain 
Mn-Al nanoprecipitates, but these precipitates do not appear to play a role in the 
formation of nanovoids in the Extrusion direction [72,99]. It is possible that 





were removed during sonication. An explanation is offered in the work by Wielewski et 
al, which suggests that strain incompatibilities across grain boundaries are able to 
nucleate voids [42]. It may be the case that certain grain boundary triple junctions are 
weaker than the intermetallic-matrix interface. 
 Larger, approximately micrometer sized voids are observed on the Transverse 
direction spall surface. Some of these voids contain nanoprecipitates, but their presence 
varies within the sample. Where the precipitates are present, more than half of the voids 
contain them, suggesting that void nucleation occurred by precipitate fracture, rather than 
decohesion. However, the voids appear to be the same size even where the precipitates 
are not present. This would appear to suggest that void size in this sample is largely 
independent of precipitate size. It is unclear whether the discrepancy in the presence of 
nanoprecipitates occurs due to regional variations in precipitate distribution, as noted by 
Voisin et al., or local microstructural effects [99]. 
 
4.3.4 Orientation Dependence of Spall Behavior 
The different orientations examined exhibit somewhat different basal orientations. 
The Extrusion direction samples possess a basal pole with inclinations approximately 50° 
inclined from the horizontal axis, while the Transverse direction samples have a basal 
pole inclined only 5° on average from the horizontal axis. Since many of the twins 
observed were extension type twins, this suggests that twinning was slightly favored 
during the relaxation phase in the Extrusion direction samples, while twinning was 
favored in compression phase in the Transverse direction samples. The opportunity for 




explanation for why a greater number of lenticular twins are observed. And, while it is 
clear from the present work that twinning does occur during shock, the growth of larger 
voids also drives twinning and apparent plastic deformation. In many cases, the lenticular 
twins grow so as to completely consume the parent grains, resulting in major changes to 
the local texture. Given the large tensile stresses involved during spallation, it is not clear 
what direct effect the microstructural reorientation has on further void growth.   
A difference in the twin variants is observed near large grains in the extrusion and 
transverse samples. Both orientations, even far from voids, seem to favor the twin variant 
that produces a basal pole in the out of plane direction. In the extrusion direction, another 
variant with the basal poles in plane is observed. Some maps in the 200 Trans sample 
displayed two additional, nearly vertical variants. Possibly, due to the inability to find 
larger voids in the 400 Trans sample, only the out of plane variant was observed. 
However, the 400 Trans sample largely preserved the lenticular shape of the twins, and 
both figures 4.14a and 4.14b show long series of vertical lenticular twins and elongated 
grains. These microstructural features bear a striking resemblance to the vertical 
ligaments observed in the SEM micrographs. It is a possibility that these features ease the 
formation of the ligaments, limiting the early growth of the voids.  
 
4.4 Conclusions 
Samples of AZ31B were ECAE processed via the 4BC route. In turn, these 
samples were used to perform spall recovery experiments at 200 and 400 m/s with the 
sample disk normal parallel to the extruded Extrusion and Transverse directions. The 




that Mn-Al precipitates which had fractured during processing were the initial source of 
voids. These voids initially grew by decohesion between the precipitates and the matrix 
before transitioning to a more ductile growth mode. Differences in the spall surface 
between the testing orientations were observed. Mature voids in the Extrusion direction 
sample display fracture surfaces with large numbers of nanovoids containing no 
nanoprecipitates, but voids in the Transverse direction sample displayed larger, sub-
micrometer voids that intermittently contained precipitates. EBSD revealed that extension 
twinning played a role in the growth of larger voids, with the area near the mature voids 
containing an increased area fraction of twinning orientations. The 400 Ex sample 
displayed large numbers of lenticular twins and elongated grains. The combination of 

























5. Effect of Strain-rate on the Microstructural Evolution of 
Pure Mg during ECAE  
5.1 Introduction  
Aside from texture evolution trends common to most HCP metals, a full 
understanding of the effect of processing parameters on microstructural evolution during 
ECAE is incomplete. A significant number of studies have investigated the effect of 
processing parameters to remedy this deficiency; the majority have focused on the effects 
of route design and temperature. Out of these efforts, exceptionally refined 
microstructures have been produced through a combination of hybrid routes and a step-
down temperature technique [27,30,38,78,100]. However, the effect of extrusion rate on 
microstructural evolution has been largely overlooked. While there are no known 
examinations of the effects of strain rate in magnesium, there are a few studies in other 
material systems. Berbon et al. extruded pure Al at various rates, but reported no effect 
on grain size or texture [101]. However, they observed that recovery appeared to occur 
more readily at lower extrusion rates [101]. More recently, Kim et al. reported that the 
deformation mechanisms transform from primarily twinning to slip with decreasing 
extrusion rate in commercially pure Ti [102]. Although these findings are limited, they 
merit further inspection, as they suggest the possibility of texture modification by 








5.2 Experimental Methods  
Samples of pure Mg were extruded up to four passes by the BC route at 0.127, 
0.381, and 0.762 mm/s under a constant temperature of 250°C. The samples were 
characterized via EBSD after each pass. The details of the processing method are as 
described in Chapter 2. As in the earlier characterization of pure Mg, the initial grain size 
was approximately 19 mm with an as-cast texture. Thus, care was taken to collect data in 
areas far away from each other to avoid sampling the same parent grains multiple times. 
The EBSD analysis was performed in the typical manner. 
 
5.3 Results and Discussions  
5.3.1 Microstructure After the First Pass 
 The microstructures and textures that appear after the first pass are shown in 
figure 5.1 for the three extrusion rates. The IPF maps demonstrate that while DRX is 
active, it is incomplete after the first pass for every strain rate. The microstructures 
displayed significant image to image variation in the extent of recrystallization. The 
reasons for this are twofold: recrystallization is orientation dependent, and the parent 
grains are large relative to the size of the images. Al-Maharbi et al. have reported that the 
ease of recrystallization is dependent on the ease of basal slip [78]. Grains where basal 
slip was activated displayed significant recrystallization. Grains where slip was difficult 
appeared to have twinned profusely by the {101̅2} < 112̅0 > extension system before 
activation of DRX and show less recrystallization. Because the grains were so large, the 
deformation activity of a single grain tended to dominate the field of view. The parent 




45° inclination from the extrusion axis; typical of the ECAE texture. Plastically hard 
grains have largely retained their original texture. Despite the orientation dependence of 
recrystallization and large image to image variations at all strain rates, the higher strain 
rates show a distinct increase in the average area fraction that was recrystallized, as can 
be seen in figure 5.2. This behavior suggests that the higher strain rates are more effective 
at breaking down plastically hard orientations. 
 
 
Figure 5.1: (a-c) Inverse Pole Figure maps after the first pass from the 0.127, 0.381, and 
0.762 mm/s samples. (d-f) (0001) Pole figure maps with maximum intensity from the 
samples above. (g-i) Parent grains containing twins are colored in blue while the coherent 
{𝟏𝟎?̅?𝟐} < 𝟏𝟏?̅?𝟎 > extension twins are displayed in red. 
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Figure 5.2: Average area fraction of recrystallized grains after the first pass for each 
extrusion rate. Pure magnesium extruded via ECAE at 250 °C. 
 
An examination of the microstructures in figure 5.3 offers insight into the active 
DRX mechanisms. Figure 5.3a contains a number of extension twin variants, but DRX is 
only observed in one variant, an observation also reported by Al-Samman et al. [50]. In 
the upper left corner, a number of grains appear to be nucleating heterogeneously at low 
angle boundaries (boundaries less than 15° misorientation). The hetereogeneous 
nucleation suggests dDRX, but the mobility of low angle boundaries are generally too 
low for the mechanism to activate [47]. Figure 5.3b shows another region with the low 
and high angle boundaries highlighted. Here, twins and DRX grains can be seen 
nucleating on opposite sides of mixed high and low angle boundaries. Between the two 
images, the apparent dependence on boundaries for nucleation and the nonuniformity of 
the nucleation sites all suggest that dDRX is active. As a result, we can expect the fully 






Figure 5.3: Pure magnesium extruded via ECAE at 250 °C. (a) IPF map showing DRX 
nucleation in multiple areas in 0.381 mm/s sample. (b) Enlarged IPF map of a DRX 
nucleation site in the 0.381 mm/s sample. Black lines are high angle boundaries, and 
white lines are boundaries with misorientations between 5° and 15° degrees.  
 
5.3.2 Microstructure After the Multiple Passes 
IPF maps for the subsequent extrusions can be seen in figure 5.4. With subsequent 
passes, the remaining parent grains are broken down. Remnant parent grains are 
infrequently observed after the 2BC pass, and none after further passes. As the parent 
grains are almost entirely gone, the orientations of the parent grains, and thus the 
recrystallization patterns, can no longer be detected. Bands of similarly clustered 
orientations may be attributed to local variations in recrystallization mechanisms, and 
were less frequently observed following additional extrusions. Largely consistent with 
past findings, the average recrystallized grain size was found to reach an approximate 
saturation or minimum value, as shown in Table 5.1 [101]. Even with twins and parents 
discounted, the grain sizes still show significant variation, matching both the observation 
regarding the large standard deviations relative to the means following recrystallization in 
Chapter 2, and the prediction of a wide range of grain sizes due to dDRX made after 






Figure 5.4: IPF Maps from passes 2BC through 4BC. Pure magnesium extruded via 
ECAE at  250 °C. 
 
 
 Extrusion Rate (mm/s) 0.127 0.381 0.762 
2BC 27.2±20.0 31.9±26.7 28.5±23.6 
3BC 40.3±31.9 42.6±36.5 25.8±20.0 
4BC 43.4±35.5 47.8±38.5 30.3±20.4 









extrusion rate does exhibit a lower average grain size than the other rates after passes 2BC 
and 4BC. 
 
5.3.3 Grain Size and its Distribution 
 A partial explanation for the large variation in average grain size is found by 
examining how the EBSD analysis program defines a grain with misorientation angle. 
Figure 5.5 displays two unique grain color (UGC) maps from the same view field. In 
figure 5.5a, 15° of misorientation is used to define the grain boundary, and the high angle 
boundaries are highlighted. Notice that a number of the larger grains are highly deformed 
and segmented, containing a number of relatively high angle boundaries within them. 
Figure 5.5b uses 5° of misorientation to define the grain boundary. Many of the severely 
deformed grains are replaced and the microstructure appears overall, more uniform and 
well-equiaxed. This suggests that the consistently large variation can be attributed to the 
large, deformed grains. This behavior is an expected component of a steady state dDRX 
microstructure. To paraphrase Chapter 1.1.5, the nucleation of grains during dDRX is 
fundamentally heterogeneous in both time and space. Thus, as recrystallization 
progresses, a given microstructure will consist of grains in all stages of dDRX 
recrystallization, from new, small, dislocation-free grains to old, large, heavily deformed 
grains. Because both new and old grains simultaneously coexist within the 






Figure 5.5: Unique grain color maps from the same view field. (a) Grain boundary 
defined as 15° degrees of misorientation. Black lines are also 15° degrees. (b) Grain 




 The change in grain size for the final two passes of the 0.762 mm/s rate sample is 
unexpected.  While under the action of cDRX, the subgrain size is known to be sensitive 
to strain rate. During dDRX, where there is long range grain boundary motion, the grain 
size is expected to be largely independent of strain rate. An explanation for the smaller 
average grain size for the higher processing speed can be seen in the comparison of the 
grain size distributions shown in figure 5.6. The grain size distributions of the strain rates 
after four passes show that the 0.762 mm/s rate sample has a grain size distribution that is 
similar to the other passes, in accordance with expectations, but it has a reduced 
maximum grain size. This suggests that the 0.762 mm/s rate is more effective at breaking 
down large grains than the lower rates. Here, a 5° misorientation was used to show that 
this effect was independent of the effect of misorientation definitions on the homogeneity 







Figure 5.6: Grain size distribution of the various rates after four passes. 5° misorientation 
is used to define the grain boundary. Pure magnesium extruded via ECAE at 250 °C. 
 
5.3.4 Mechanisms of Microstructural Evolution 
 It is apparent that DRX activity is the primary driver for the microstructural 
evolution of magnesium in the early stages of deformation. A number of investigators 
have examined magnesium and its alloys to better understand the underlying DRX 
mechanisms. Extensive DRX limited to twins has been reported by a number of groups 
including Al-Samman et al. [103]. Agnew has also provided evidence for both continuous 
DRX, where accumulated dislocation networks recover into a recrystallized structure, and 
discontinuous DRX which occurs by the bulging mechanism in AZ31B [46,69]. Both 
DRX located within twins and apparent DRX at existing boundaries are also observed in 
this work. Multiple instances were found where DRX grains nucleated at intermediate 
and low angle boundaries without outward evidence of assistance by grain boundary 
bulging, as highlighted in figure 5.3b. In some cases, recrystallized grains were 




preferentially along these low-to-intermediate boundaries resulting in grains that are non-
equiaxed. A number of these low angle boundaries lie close to the shear direction, and 
thus, preferential growth along these low-to-intermediate boundaries offer an explanation 
for the presence of highly elongated recrystallized grains even after 4 passes, such as 
those seen in the 0.127 mm/s 4BC UGC map in figure 5.7.    
 
5.3.5 The Influence of Extrusion Rate on Twinning 
 After multiple passes, the 0.127 mm/s and 0.762 mm/s strain rates tend to exhibit 
more extension twins that the 0.381 mm/s rate. While it is likely that the higher strain rate 
drives the formation of twins in the 0.762 mm/s sample, an explanation is not readily 
available for the twins observed in the 0.127 mm/s rate. Hence, the twin volume fraction 
as a function of grain size was examined to determine whether the behavior was due to a 
grain size effect. A chart showing the twin volume fraction below and above the overall 
average grain size is shown in figure 5.8. There is no apparent difference in the twin 
volume fraction between the 0.762 mm/s and 0.127 mm/s samples in either the less than 
or greater than 35 µm categories. 
As the effect is not a result of grain size, it is currently unclear why the 0.127 
mm/s has a higher twin volume fraction than the 0.381 mm/s sample. An alternate 
hypothesis is that the high twin volume fraction for the lower 0.127 mm/s rate is the 
product of maintaining favorable grain orientations and morphologies for twinning during 
the four passes. Figure 5.9 shows an IPF map of the 0.127 mm/s sample after four passes. 
Twins can clearly be seen in grains oriented favorably for twinning and generally along 






Figure 5.7: Unique grain color map of the 0.127 mm/s 4BC sample. A 15° of 
misorientation was used to determine grain size. 
 
Figure 5.8: Twin volume fraction normalized by the fraction of the view field that 
contained twins plotted for average grain sizes above and below 35 µm. Pure magnesium 





Figure 5.9: IPF map of pure Mg 4BC extruded at 0.127 mm/s. 
 
 The results in this project offer the potential for new and potentially beneficial 
ECAE processing methods. Although twinning has been activated in refined 
microstructures under high strain rate loading before, the ability to induce twinning 
during ECAE invites the possibility to weaken texture (and thus enhance ductility in the 
final product) while still strengthening through grain size refinement [81]. In addition, 
grain size homogeneity can be improved with just modest increases to strain rates. 
Finally, the large twins after the first 0.127 mm/s pass can be used to create banded 
structures as seen after the second pass. This offers the potential to create bimodal banded 




the capability of the ECAE process to produce engineered microstructures, a step towards 
achieving materials by design in magnesium alloys. 
 
5.4 Conclusions 
Pure magnesium was extruded by ECAE at three different rates, and the samples 
were characterized after each pass. The faster extrusion rates were found to refine the 
microstructure more rapidly than the slow rates, including orientations unfavorable for 
basal slip. Saturation of grain size refinement was attained early, and the average grain 
size was found to change very little with additional passes, with the exception of the 
0.762 mm/s rate showing a slight reduction in average grain size compared to the other 
two rates. This reduction is attributed to a break-down of the largest grains. Evidence of 
multiple mechanisms of DRX was observed, including nucleation at low and intermediate 
angle boundaries. The 0.127 mm/s and 0.762 mm/s rates were found to generally have a 




















6. In-situ Neutron Diffraction of Pure Mg during ECAE 
6.1 Introduction  
 ECAE has attracted a great deal of attention for its capacity to produce ultrafine 
microstructures, even in materials that are difficult to work such as magnesium [104]. 
Schematics of ECAE have been shown previously in figure 1.3. The basic shape of the 
ECAE die is an L-shaped channel, and is unique among the author’s known processing 
techniques in that applies only simple shear to the material. In the configuration shown in 
figure 1.3, and later in figure 6.1, the 90° interchannel angle applies approximately 1.12 
strain per pass to the extrudate. The severe plastic strain imparted with each pass tends to 
activate dynamic recrystallization and improves mechanical properties primarily through 
grain refinement and the associated Hall-Petch strengthening. 
As mentioned in previous chapters, the interactions that control DRX are highly 
intricate and identifying the active DRX mechanism during ECAE ex situ is challenging. 
The extrusion process imparts a large amount of strain during a single pass, and the initial 
recrystallized microstructure is altered and subsumed by further deformation or post-
dynamic recrystallization. Furthermore, not only do the microstructures of intermediate 
stages of dDRX and cDRX look similar to one another, but some literature argues that 
both mechanisms of DRX are active simultaneously [48]. To address these issues, Liss et 
al. performed in-situ XRD during hot compression of Zr and titanium aluminide alloys 
[105,106]. Recovery and recrystallization behaviors were identified using qualitative 
analysis of the diffraction patterns. Specifically, as the temperature was ramped up with 
the load held constant, subgrains accumulate misorientation between themselves, creating 




subgrains, some orientations disappear because they no longer meet the Ewald condition 
[106]. This results in a fragmentation of the mosaic spread. With increased temperatures, 
strains, and, as a result of the onset of necking, increased strain rates, Liss et al. observe 
dynamic recrystallization [106]. In terms of the definitions used in this work, this is a 
transition from cDRX to dDRX. Due to the heterogeneity of dDRX nucleation and the 
apparent randomness of the resulting reorientation, the apparent dDRX mechanism is 
characterized by “the sudden appearance and fluctuation of new orientations” [106]. In 
this work, Liss et al.’s observations are used as a roadmap to probe the recrystallization 
process during ECAE processing using neutron diffraction.   
 
6.2 Experimental Methods 
Towards this end, a miniaturized ECAE was designed and fabricated for in situ 
neutron diffraction studies, and can be seen in figure 6.1. The O1 steel die has a clamshell 
design for easy ejection of the sample following extrusion, and the sidewalls are 
sufficiently thin, so as to be neutron transparent. The design incorporates a number of 
elements that are known to improve the efficacy and uniformity of the extrusion process, 
including a sharp outer corner, dry powder lubrication, heating, and backpressure 






Figure 6.1: Picture and schematic of ECAE die in the VULCAN load frame with 
backpressure and heating systems attached. 
  
This experiment required particular consideration regarding sample selection and 
processing conditions. Pure magnesium was used instead of AZ31B in order to eliminate 
the effect of precipitates on the material, which are known to encourage cDRX [46]. The 
sample was warm rolled to give it a very strong texture, and annealed, which 
strengthened the texture and removed residual stress. The resulting microstructure can be 




 was estimated 
to be necessary to obtain good statistical diffraction results [107]. This strain rate can be 




  𝜉 =  
(6−12)𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝑎
      (3) 
Here, 𝜉 is the effective strain rate, V is the extrusion rate, a is the thickness of the sample, 
𝜃 is half the angle between the channels, and the constant ranges from 6 to 12. From a 
rearrangement of the equation, an extrusion rate of 0.45 µm/s was desired. The 
processing temperature was determined by using the temperature-compensated strain rate 
given by the equation: 
𝑍 = 𝜀̇𝑒𝑄/𝑅𝑇      (4) 
where 𝜀̇ is the strain rate, Q is the activation energy and assumed to be 92 kJ/mol, R is the 
gas constant, and T is the temperature [51,108]. If Z is calculated for our large ECAE 
experiments, the reduction in temperature required for this experiment can be determined 
using the above strain rate and holding Z constant. With this method, the required 
temperature was found to be 396 K. Additional temperatures were determined by varying 
Z by a factor of ten, while maintaining the same strain rate. The other temperatures were 
found to be 366 K and 432 K. However, during the experiment, the samples were found 
to shear localize and fail during extrusion under these conditions, possibly due to a 
reduction in backpressure compared to the large scale experiments. Increasing the 
extrusion rate to 0.71 µm/s was found to enable successful extrusion. Therefore, all 
samples were extruded at a rate of 0.71 µm/s. The samples are named based on their 
initial orientation and the extrusion temperature in degrees Centigrade: T93, E93, T123, 






Figure 6.2: IPF map of rolled and annealed pure magnesium. 
 
During deformation, the texture evolution is captured by positioning the neutron 
beam within the shear zone and collecting data over time. Post deformation, diffraction 
data is also collected from five regions in the sheared and unsheared zones to evaluate 
texture changes as a function of distance from the shear zone. These scans are referred to 
as dynamic and static scans, respectively. Schematics of the experiment can be seen in 
figure 6.3. The die is oriented at 45° with respect to the beam and two detectors, as seen 
in figure 6.3. This configuration allows collection of diffraction data from both the 
transverse and longitudinal directions of the die. Horizontal slits and radial collimators 











Figure 6.3: Schematic of the ECAE die in the neutron diffraction setup. 
 
 The VULCAN engineering diffractometer at the Spallation Neutron Source has 
several features that benefit this experiment. Most importantly, VULCAN is at a neutron 
source. X-rays are unable to penetrate the steel die, whereas neutrons can do so with ease, 
and hence, are a critical component of this experiment. Secondly, VULCAN is a time-of-
flight diffractometer, allowing a larger d range than what could otherwise be acquired. 
The principle behind time-of-flight is that because every neutron collected is assigned a 
time stamp, the flight time of the neutrons, their distance travelled, their velocity, and 
hence, their wavelengths can be determined. With this information, the Bragg angle of 
different energy neutrons can be normalized. Finally, the VULCAN diffractometer allows 
for event-based data acquisition. Generally, during in-situ mechanical testing, the 
experiment must be interrupted to collect a sufficient number of neutrons. The sample 




strain-control mode, there is stress relaxation, and if the frame is held in stress-control 
modes, the material tends to flow and plastically strain [107]. The event-based data 
acquisition solves this dilemma by allowing continuous loading during deformation, and 
binning the data into appropriate time steps during post processing, with the VDRIVE 
software [107]. Since directions like transverse can describe both the initial orientation of 
a sample and the diffraction vector of a detector in this work, a distinction between the 
two variants is necessary. Sample orientations will be referred to with a shortened form 
and a capitalized first letter (such as Trans ), while the detector directions will use the full 
lowercase term (as in transverse). 
 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Static Scans 
Static scans were collected from five regions centered on the theoretical shear zone taken 
1 mm apart along the primary axes of the intersecting channels. In other terms, the region 
called Preshear2 is located 2 mm prior to the shear zone along the longitudinal axis, 
Preshear1 is 1mm from the shear zone along the longitudinal axis, Postshear1 is located 1 
mm after the shear zone  along the extrusion axis, and Postshear2 is 2 mm from the shear 
zone along the extrusion axis. The diffraction patterns for the static scans of T123 are 
displayed in figure 6.4. Despite the sample initially possessing a strong basal texture in 
the Trans direction, all regions of the static scan have a strong basal peak in the 
longitudinal direction. The large basal peak can be interpreted as being the result of 
twinning since the reorientation of the matrix by extension twinning is approximately 




Taken together, with the presence of a basal peak in figure 6.4b, this suggests that there 
are few, if any, twins that have rotated towards the extrusion direction. Although the 
intensities of the primary prismatic peak in figure 6.4a and the basal peak in figure 6.4b 
decrease approaching the shear zone, the peak intensities appear largely static after the 
shear zone in the transverse direction. In the longitudinal direction, the basal peak 
intensity decreases continuously. Lacking apparent redistribution of the volume fraction 
into other peaks, it suggests that grains oriented along the longitudinal direction are being 
deformed and rotate out of the basal diffraction condition into high order pyramidals that 

















Figure 6.4: Static scans of T123 from (A) The longitudinal direction and (B) the 








Figure 6.5: Static scans of E123 from (a) The longitudinal direction and (b) the 







Figure 6.5 contains the static scans for E123. Similar to T123, the longitudinal 
direction in E123 possesses a strong basal beak. The complete absence of a basal peak in 
figure 6.5b reinforces the argument that only variants that reorient into the longitudinal 
direction are activated. In addition, 6.5a lacks any evidence of prismatic peaks. Since the 
E123 sample is in a very soft orientation, the combined action of slip and twinning may 
have reoriented the basal poles of the entire volume out of the extrusion direction. The 
basal peak does not noticeably decrease in intensity as it does in the T123 sample. This 
may be due to some grains with the (101) orientation, having been rotated into even 
softer orientations due to the actions of slip and deformation away from the extrusion 
direction, taking up the deformation in place of the plastically harder grains with basal 
peaks in the longitudinal direction. 
 
6.3.2 Dynamic Scans 
 Select diffraction patterns from the dynamic scans are displayed in figures 6.6 to 
6.11. During the scan, the die was held static for 30 minutes to establish a baseline after 
which compression started. Diffraction patterns for the static hold, after 45 minutes of 
extrusion, and after 120 minutes of extrusion are shown. T93 in figure 6.6 is the 
exception because the neutron beam lost power after approximately 30 minutes of 
extrusion. In that instance, the pattern for 75 minutes of extrusion was used. As in the 
static scans, twinning into the longitudinal direction and a lack of twinning into other 






Figure 6.6: Dynamic scans of T93 from (a) The longitudinal direction and (b) the 









Figure 6.7: Dynamic scans of E93 from (a) The longitudinal direction and (b) the 









Figure 6.8: Dynamic scans of T123 from (a) The longitudinal direction and (b) the 








Figure 6.9: Dynamic scans of E123 from (a) The longitudinal direction and (b) the 









Figure 6.10: Dynamic scans of T159 from (a) The longitudinal direction and (b) the 









Figure 6.11: Dynamic scans of E159 from (a) The longitudinal direction and (b) the 










weaker after 120 minutes, and the Ex direction samples categorically demonstrate the 
greatest relative drop. It is not clear why the intensity of the basal peak after 120 minutes 
is abnormally low in the E123 sample. In addition, the basal peaks after 120 minutes in 
the Ex direction are generally less intense overall than in their Trans counterparts until 
159°C. It appears that, despite their ostensibly similar orientation, grains in the Ex 
direction are easier to recrystallize than in the Trans direction. However, the rate at which 
the intensity of the basal peaks decreases with temperature is greater in the Trans 
samples, implying that temperature has a greater impact on the ease of recrystallization 
for that orientation.  
The preferred prismatic orientation observed after twinning in the Trans direction 
is orientation dependent. Trans oriented samples typically display stronger primary 
prismatic peaks, while the Ex oriented samples possess stronger secondary prismatic 
peaks. This may be related to the orientation of the specific twin variant that is activated 
in each case. In the Trans samples, the (101) peak intensity in the transverse direction 
transitions from decreasing to increasing over time as temperature increases, although its 
maximum intensity remains fairly constant. In addition, the peak intensities of (102) and 
(103) remain relatively unchanged. This may suggest that at lower temperatures, rapid 
reorientation to high angles happens relatively quickly, but the orientation is fairly 
transient. At higher temperatures, the reorientation occurs more slowly. This implies 
more dDRX-like behavior at lower temperatures and more cDRX-like behavior at higher 






6.3.3 Basal Peak Shape Evolution 
 Since the basal peak is the strongest peak and prone to the greatest change over 
time, it is worthwhile to investigate it further. The basal peaks in the longitudinal 
direction are plotted together in figure 6.12. The trends in peak intensity discussed in the 
previous section can clearly be observed in this figure. Note in figures 6.12b and d that 
the basal peaks at the same temperature are often fundamentally similar in shape, 
including the skew of the peak. The same secondary peak can even be seen in both T159 
and E159. This indicates that once grains have twinned into the longitudinal direction, 
they deform similarly at the same temperatures, largely independent of the rest of the 
microstructure. The skewness of the peaks is likely due to an asymmetric distribution of 
either local strain or crystallite orientation in the basal orientation. With additional time, 
however, the skewed peaks become more symmetric in figure 6.12d. Accounting for 
thermal expansion of the lattice and hydrostatic compression from backpressure, most of 
the peaks are better distributed around the theoretical d-spacing. This is consistent with 
the effects of recrystallization which produces dislocation-free grains. The peak 
distribution and position of the 93°C samples remain relatively unchanged between 45 
minutes (or 75 minutes in the case of T93) and 120 minutes. Since severe deformation is 
already occurring, this suggests that recrystallization is occurring faster at these lower 
temperatures and thus a more dDRX-like character. In contrast, the 159°C samples 
distinctly display a secondary peak in figure 6.12d, indicative of a secondary population 
of grains. This secondary population is distinct from the primary in terms of local 
stresses, or more likely, in orientation. Two distinct populations of grains in roughly 




can also form a necklace-type microstructure in its intermediate stages, the heterogeneous 
nucleation of grains along the grain boundary would produce a range of grain sizes and 
thus maintain a broad, skewed peak. The separation of peaks here suggests relative 
homogeneity within the constituent grain populations, implying the action of cDRX. 
Again, evidence is observed for the operation of more dDRX-like behavior at lower 
temperatures and more cDRX-like behavior at higher temperatures, contrary to expected 
trends.    
 
 
Figure 6.12: Basal peaks from the longitudinal direction plotted (a) after 45 minutes, (b) 
after 45 minutes and normalized, (c) after 120 minutes, and (d) after 120 minutes and 
normalized. Horizontal and vertical lines indicating half of the peak maximum and 








6.3.4 Ex-situ Microstructural Analysis 
 The T123 sample was examined ex-situ with EBSD microstructure and texture 
are shown below in figure 6.13. Figure 6.13a shows a microstructure that is considerably 
recrystallized. The larger grains display both significant substructure formation and 
serration of the grain boundaries indicating, at least ex-situ, heavy competition between 
cDRX and dDRX. During in-situ diffraction, a strong basal peak was observed in every 
sample, but figure 6.13b shows almost no evidence of a basal texture in the longitudinal 
direction. It is clear that the sample has undergone further microstructural evolution after 
the shear zone. These results demonstrate that significant recrystallization can occur post-
dynamically at roughly 0.43 homologous temperature, much less than the 0.57 
homologous temperature used during typical ARL extrusions. It calls into question 
exactly how much dynamic versus post-dynamic recrystallization contributes to the 
microstructures that we generally consider to be byproducts of only ECAE deformation.  
 
  








 Samples of pure Mg were extruded by ECAE in two orientations at temperatures 
of 93, 123, and 159 °C during in-situ neutron diffraction. All samples demonstrated 
significant extension twinning that produced a large basal peak in the longitudinal 
direction. With both orientations reorienting into similar orientations early in 
deformation, the effects of the initial orientation on recrystallization were minimal. 
Samples processed at lower temperatures were found to exhibit behaviors indicating 
dDRX while those processed at higher temperatures exhibited more cDRX-like behavior. 
 
6.5 Appendix: Steel Peaks During Extrusion 
 Almost every diffraction pattern displays steel peaks indicating that the diffraction 
volume frequently intersects the sidewalls. Multiple factors appear to play a role in this. 
In reviewing positional output of the load frame, there appears be a horizontal range of 
approximately 1-2 mm in the location of the alignment. The range is too much to be from 
variations in sample size, and points to an error in marker alignment. The accuracy of the 
marker is questionable as it was placed according to theoretical die dimensions. 
Furthermore, the marker had to be aligned with a camera crosshair, relying on 
consistency between operators. The table scans show that the steel peak typically 
disappears when moving along the extrusion axis, indicating first that the misalignment is 
largely systematic, and that it is the rear wall of the die that is being clipped. A few of the 
dynamic scans show an evolution in the steel peak intensity. In theory, the steel peak 
intensity should be consistent as the diffraction volume should not be moving within the 




simultaneously. To keep the die in place, the whole load frame was translated at half of 
the extrusion rate to keep the die in place. Slight mismatches between the applied 
extrusion rate and the offset rate are likely behind the small die shifts.   
 
6.6 Appendix: Mini-ECAE Design Considerations and Schematics 
 For the experimental data to be useful for full-scale applications, the miniature 
ECAE system had to have all the capabilities of a normal sized system while subject to 
size and neutron transparency constraints. The VULCAN engineering diffractometer at 
the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL) was selected as 
preferred beam line for the experiment due to the ready access to a versatile load frame 
and heating capabilities. As an additional benefit, SNS was - and at the time of this 
writing, is - the most powerful neutron source in the world. Early in the process, sliding 
wall designs were rejected in favor of a simpler, clamshell design to improve system 
robustness and minimize points of failure. An asymmetric die design was created where 
one half included the bottom wall and a sidewall, and the other half had the remaining 
sidewalls. This design allowed the billet to be ejected simply by removing the die half 
with the bottom wall and continuing the extrusion. Several materials were considered for 
use as the constituent die material. Aluminum possessed poor mechanical properties at 
elevated temperatures, and its relative softness would increase the wear on the tool. 
Vanadium, frequently used in neutron diffraction, was rejected because the beam 
scientists cautioned that the incoherent scattering could be difficult to work with. At the 
suggestion of the ORNL beam scientists, steel was finally selected. Since thermal 




a 45° angle, the total thickness of the die was limited approximately 0.707 inches. As a 
consequence, a channel width of 0.25 inches was chosen. 
 Elevated temperature capability was achieved through the use of three cartridge 
heaters, attached close to either end of the die. Early versions of the die were plate 
shaped, but excess material was eventually removed in a “lean” design to reduce the 
thermal load on the cartridge heaters and improve die heating rates. A secondary benefit 
of the “lean” design was that it could be used with ORNL’s induction heating coils as a 
backup heating source.  
 Designing a system to impose backpressure on the sample without vastly 
increasing the size of the ECAE system was difficult. A small air cylinder with a stroke 
length slightly longer than the maximum planned length of the sample was selected as the 
centerpiece of the backpressure system. The air cylinder was attached to a bracket on the 
inside corner of the die. Backpressure was applied to the sample via a cantilever and 
dummy billet attached to the backpressure. A pop safety valve was inserted between the 
air line and the cylinder to mediate the backpressure. If the backpressure increased above 
the rated value of the pop safety valve, air would leak out, ensuring a near constant 
backpressure. The final die schematics are shown below in figure 6.13, and the fully 

















6.7 Appendix: Neutron Diffraction Data Analysis 
 The majority of data processing in this work was performed using VULCAN’s in-
house analysis program, VDRIVE. VDRIVE handles data reduction, simple 
visualization, and basic data analysis tasks. 
 Since VULCAN is a time-of-flight diffractometer, which provides a time stamp 
for every neutron detected, and event-based data acquisition, where data is collected 
continuously, the diffraction data must first be partitioned into bins of time. To ensure 
good statistics, 15 minute bins were used, although no obvious difference in data quality 
was noticed with 8 minute bins. The binning function (VDRIVECHOP) also allows for 
the simultaneous normalization over the 30 Hz Vanadium profile and proton charge. 
Without Vanadium profile normalization, the data appears to have a large incoherent 
background, which is the beam power distribution. A Vanadium profile that was 
collected using the same chopper speed as the experiment is necessary for accurate 
normalization. The resulting data files are ready for visualization or further analysis. A 
sample input for VDRIVECHOP would be: 
IPTS=16928 (The experiment’s ID number) 
RUNS=110721 (The run ID number) 
dbin=900 (bin size in seconds)    
RUNV=110592 (Normalize data over a Vanadium profile with the proper chopper speed) 
PCSENV=1 (Normalize over proton charge) 
bin=1 (bin the data to a file) 
vout=1 (print the data to a text file that can be used outside of VDRIVE) 
 
 The command “VDRIVESPF” performs single peak fitting on data using a text 
input file that defines the detector number, the name of the peak, the number of peaks, the 
peak d-spacing, and the search range for the peak (in d-spacing). The output file provides 




raw and fitted data. The user has very little control over how VDRIVE performs the 
single peak fitting, and as a result, it is somewhat of a black box. Particularly when the 
signal to noise ratio is very low, the program fits the data very poorly. The output data 









































7. Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1 Conclusions 
 In chapter 1, a figure was presented that outlined the state of knowledge for 
ECAE processing-structure-properties relationships. In figure 7.1, that figure is modified 
to reflect the contributions made in this work. While neither figure is exhaustive, they 




Figure 7.1: Contributions in this work to ECAE processing – microstructure – properties 
relationship with a brief description of each finding. 
  
 In Chapter 2, it was shown that the microstructures of ECAE processed materials 
possessed rather wide distributions, even though the average grain size for each material 
was highly consistent throughout the billet. If narrower distributions are desirable, the 




 Examination of the ECAE-processed AZ31B microstructures after deformation at 
quasi-static rates showed significant amounts of abnormal grain growth, which is a 
softening mechanism. While it is still unclear precisely which factors caused the 
abnormal grain growth to occur in this context, from an alloy design perspective, the 
addition of more solute or finely distributed precipitates would likely help pin the grain 
boundaries and minimize the softening effect. 
 Solutes or finely distributed precipitates were suggested because large 
precipitates, such as the large Mn-Al “stringer” precipitates that exist in AZ31B perform 
a critical role in the nucleation and early growth of voids during spall. The primary lesson 
of this chapter is to avoid large insoluble precipitates to improve spall strength.     
 In Chapter 5, the fast strain-rates were found to break down plastically hard 
orientations better resulting in an overall increase in area fraction recrystallized compared 
to the slower rates. This result implies that extrusions can avoid shear localization by 
increasing strain-rate. It is clear that this trend cannot extend ad infinitum, but the precise 
limits of this effect are not yet known. 
 The findings in Chapter 6 are that, at the temperatures and strain-rates tested, 
extension twinning reorients a large fraction of the microstructure towards the 
Longitudinal direction, but this texture is eliminated by post-dynamic processes and does 
not present immediate benefits to extrusion capabilities.  However, it does hold promise. 
Given that post-dynamic processes have the potential to play a major role in 
microstructural evolution after ECAE, it suggests that ECAE really has two sets of (likely 
interconnected) knobs: those that control the microstructure directly created by ECAE 




 For most HCP materials, ECAE produces strong fiber textures. Traditionally, the 
texture has been weakened by extruding at higher temperatures to favor the texture 
randomization associated with dDRX. This generally comes at the cost of grain size. 
However, it was found in Chapter 5 that either increasing or decreasing the strain-rate 
from the intermediate value increased the fraction of twins in the material, and 
significantly reduced the texture. By controlling texture strength through strain-rate, grain 
size and the associated Hall-Petch strength are not impacted.  
 
7.2 Future Work 
 In the quest for materials by design, a number of new avenues of exploration and 
new gaps in understanding have been revealed by this work. Some of these are examined 
and experiments briefly proposed below. 
 The results of the highest strain-rate compression testing in Chapter 3 suggests 
that in compression, magnesium may transition from a largely slip mediated regime to a 
possibly stress-assisted grain growth mediated regime. However, to my current 
knowledge, Kannan et al have not observed apparent stress-assisted grain growth at 




. Thus, if such a regime of stress-assisted grain 
growth mediated regime does exist, it does so in the traditionally difficult to achieve 






. In this case, the holder designed for dynamic TEM 
may be well suited to evaluate the microstructural evolution within that range. Sample 
preparation is not made any more difficult since the crystalline axes are already not 




in the TEM specimen geometry are not an issue in this instance, being likely to enhance 
activation of stress-assisted grain growth [85]. 
  The effects of strain-rate on volume fraction recrystallized, grain size 
distribution, twin enhancement, and texture modification presents a number of new 
opportunities for ECAE process route design. The effect on the  rate of recrystallization is 
to widen the magnesium processing window and has already been discussed in previous 
sections. One of the notable shortcomings of the ECAE process is the relative difficulty 
in creating textures aside from a basal fiber. The enhancement of large twins at low 
extrusion rates creates the possibility of generating bimodal microstructures through 
careful route design. Such a route would require rotations and temperatures where the 
twinned and untwinned regions do not deform by the same mechanism (ex. Prismatic and 
basal slip or basal slip and extension twinning). Subsequent passes would require similar 
considerations. Such bimodal structures would allow ECAE to generate textures that 
more closely mimic other processes that produce textures with biaxial qualities (such as 
traditional extrusion with its prismatic fiber texture). The enhanced twinning at high 
strain-rates allows for an easy method by which to weaken textures and magnesium’s 
inherent anisotropy. The addition of a pass, or replacement of a final pass with a higher 
extrusion rate variant is a relatively painless way to improve microstructural homogeneity 
and weaken the texture. 
 The difference between the texture observed during in-situ neutron diffraction and 
the texture observed from ex-situ EBSD highlights the need to understand post-dynamic 
recrystallization and its interactions with the processing parameters and processing 




the neutron diffraction experiment. Instead of the dynamic scan remaining in the same 
location, the load frame can be translated vertically to follow a volume of grains as the 
microstructure evolves after the shear zone.    
 The most glaring limitation of this work is that it focused only on pure Mg and 
AZ31B. The isolated effects of solutes and a single phase of precipitates on 
microstructural evolution have been entirely overlooked. Pure Mg has almost no 
inclusions to study, while AZ31B, being a commercial alloy, has a number of secondary 
phases, making it difficult to extricate their individual effects. It is probable that with the 
addition of grain refiners, texture modification by encouraging twins at high strain-rate 
becomes much difficult or impossible. A follow-up study should remedy this issue by 
studying the effects of various solutes and precipitates on microstructural evolution 
during processing, quasi-static deformation, and dynamic deformation. 
 The second limitation of this study lies in which factors were evaluated. Grain 
size, texture, and to a lesser extent, grain size distribution were the results most 
frequently reported in this work. To a large extent, factors such as fraction of high angle 
boundaries and grain boundary character have been overlooked. As a result, this work has 
contributed little to the understanding of grain boundary engineering in magnesium, 
which has effects on both mechanical and corrosion properties. To a certain extent, a 
large amount of data has already been collected via EBSD which could be mined for data 
related to the grain boundaries. 
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